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“Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not 
commit adultery: But I say unto you, That whosoever looketh on a 
woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already 
in his heart. And if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast 
it from thee: for it is profitable for thee that one of thy members 
should perish, and not that thy whole body should be cast into 
hell. And if thy right hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from 
thee: for it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should 
perish, and not that thy whole body should be cast into hell.” 
– Matthew 5:27-30 

2007

• Carnal women live to tempt men and carnal men live to be 
tempted.

• The beauty of a woman is something that should be protected, 
not exploited.

• You Have A Choice
You don’t have to obey your body. It does not control you. You 
control it. You are dead to sin. Crucified with Christ. The Holy 
Spirit is the engine of sanctification. Walk in the Spirit and you 
will not fulfill the lusts of the flesh. Discipline is our will working 
with the Spirit. The holiness of God is both what destroys us and 
what gives us life. The first encounter with God’s holiness is to cry 
out for death.

• Pornography will chew you up and spit you out.

2009

• Have you ever felt guilty over stealing something? Well, adultery 
is the theft of another person’s spouse.

• Prayer Against Your Flesh
Every time your flesh wants to make you lust, ask yourself, “Is this 
the path God wants me to be on? Because anything not on God’s 
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path, I don’t want. I’m following Him, not my flesh. Lord, direct 
me in the paths of righteousness.”

• Your flesh goes fishing every time it throw out bait (an evil 
thought, an evil suggestion, an evil “what if”, etc.) It’s up to your 
spirit if you are going to eat the bait or reject it.

• Don’t Be Controlled By Your Lusts
You cannot be ruled by your sexuality. It will inevitably turn to evil 
desires 100% of the time. You need to hand your sexuality over to 
God. It’s His. He knows how to use it. You are not your own. Your 
sexuality is not your own, for you were bought with a price.

2010

• Advertised Sluts
Webster’s Dictionary defines “slut” as: n. 1. a slatternly woman. 
2. A prostitute. In the mailbox, every month, comes a certain 
advertisement which all the men in America know about: 
Victoria’s Secret (or, more appropriately, Victoria’s Slut). To 
be perfectly honest, any woman who accepts cash to bear her 
breasts in lingerie for a photograph, and that photograph will 
then be printed millions of times in a monthly advertisement is, 
by definition, a slut. She is no different than the prostitutes in the 
Red Light District. A prostitute is paid for her body and so is a 
model for lingerie. 

• Sex Scenes in Hollywood
Sexual intercourse is the most intimate and loving human 
experience between two individuals. To simulate that act for 
the purpose of film (pornography) takes the most debased liar 
and hypocritical actor. Think about it. If two people were really 
having sexual intercourse, then they would not be acting. There 
would be no cameras and crew recording them because it’s the 
most intimate act of all human experience. And, if two people 
were pretending to have sexual intercourse (i.e. acting) then it’s 
not real and it would be the most fake thing in the world. In other 
words, sexual intercourse is the most intimate experience in the 
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world; any simulation of that becomes the most devalued thing in 
the world (i.e. the sex scene). It is devaluing to the actors, writers 
and film crew. In actors’ and actresses’ search to portray “realism” 
and the fact that they act for the camera proves them to be the 
most debased liars and hypocrites in the world. And these are 
the people that the American culture worships! In their quest for 
realism, Hollywood just cheapens the most intimate act in all of 
human experience. They turn it into something pornographic.

• Psalm 34 says, “Lord, fight against those who fight against us.” 
That includes our own flesh. “Lord fight against our flesh that 
fights against us.”

• The Best Sex
The best sex isn’t done with the best bodies, it’s done with the best 
love. Bodies are inconsequential to sex. The best love can only be 
shown when Jesus is in between two. It’s only the love that God 
has given two of His people that will work. That is what Hollywood 
fails to understand. They think “hot sex” is with the two most 
beautiful people. They are actors! There is nothing real or “best” 
about that fakeness.

2011

• To be fleshly minded is limiting. To be spiritually minded is 
freeing. (see Romans 8:6)

• You rip away your holiness when you are using your sexuality to 
sin.

• God is more beautiful than sin.

• Unfaithfulness to Your Creator
As disgusting as marital unfaithfulness is, it’s nothing compared 
to unfaithfulness to your Creator-God. That’s right: unfaithfulness 
in the physical sense is but a shadow, a shallow representation of 
unfaithfulness in the spiritual sense. Worshiping anything other 
than your Creator, not putting your faith in Him, not trusting in 
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His saving blood—all of these sins are worse than marital infidelity 
and sexual immorality. It is spiritual adultery.

2012

• Much Beauty
With much beauty, comes great responsibility. Women who are 
very beautiful have been given a gift. They should use their gift for 
the glory of God, not for making money and being a whore-for-
hire.

• How Is That Free Love Working Out?
Ask a woman who has been cheated on, “Do you still believe 
in Free Love?” Freedom from God’s Law always brings terrible 
consequences. Despite what the Free-Love advocates say, freedom 
to sin is just another form of slavery.

• Knowledge That You Don’t Need To Know
Lust of women is just lust of knowledge in another way. It answers 
the question, “I wonder what it would be like to. . .” or, “I’m 
curious to see. . .” Don’t fall for your flesh’s lusts or for Satan’s lies. 
You don’t need to “know”, just like Eve didn’t need to know.

• Satan’s Lies
Satan’s lie is that lust “opens up more options.” He wants you 
to believe that lust isn’t constraining, it’s freeing. Sure, once 
you choose to believe that lie, then all sinful women are at your 
disposal. Your options seem limitless at that point. You get “all” 
the women. But, unfortunately, you don’t get “all” the women. 
In fact, you don’t get any of the women. You don’t get true love. 
Your freedom is nothing but emptiness. You are free: free from 
ever finding someone who truly cares about you. You’re free from 
ever growing old with a true woman. You’re free to never know 
how to love someone else. Is that the kind of freedom you want? 
Those aren’t options for life, those are options on how to have a 
meaningless life, a living death. There is true freedom in true love. 
There is real happiness to obtain in true love. There is exclusivity 
in true love. 
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• Marriage and Lust
There is no intimacy in any sexual relationship beyond marriage 
as God designed it to be. Intimacy doesn’t exit other than in one 
married man and woman with a relationship with Christ at the 
center. Anything other than that and it’s just humans copulating.

• Lust is still lust even if it’s a person who doesn’t exist. You can 
lust after an ideal.

• Nurturing Lust
Having lustful thoughts and nurturing them, means that you’re 
not trusting God’s faithfulness to protect you from sinning. He 
said to not lust–don’t you think that if you are striving to not lust 
that He will keep you from lusting? It’s when you start fearing the 
sin (i.e. lust) more than God, that you start having issues. 

• Men’s Sexuality
Men, you cannot be ruled by your sexuality. You can’t fight your 
evil sexuality in your own strength. It will inevitably turn to evil 
desires 100% of the time. You need to hand your sexuality over to 
God. It’s His. He knows how to use it. You are not your own. Your 
sexuality is not your own, for you were bought with a price. Quit 
thinking evil that good may come. 

• Fighting Lust In Your Own Strength
When you try to not lust in your own strength–is when you will 
fall into lust. Your holiness isn’t dependent on you. Your living a 
good, moral life isn’t in your own power. It’s God’s burden. It’s 
only in His power to keep you from sinning. Your sexuality is not 
Satan’s to play around with. “Therefore if any man be in Christ, he 
is a new creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things 
are become new.” (2 Corinthians 5:17 )

• When you don’t lust, you are showing your allegiance to God.

• Three-Tiered Lust
Lust is 3-tiered. According to Jesus, there is: 1)physical adultery 
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and 2)visual/looking adultery. Both of these are sin, but what 
about option 3) the desire to look (but don’t)? Is it sin to have 
a sinful heart and then fight against it? Isn’t that more along 
the lines of temptation? True, it’s not the first two options, but 
a struggle against your flesh is a struggle of faith against God. 
So, yes, unfaithfulness (untruthfulness) to God is sin, if you’re 
wrestling with the lies your flesh is feeding you. Let’s look at it 
a bit deeper. Is your heart leading you to want to sin or are you 
leading it to sin? Either way, are you really excused by: a) having 
a sinful nature or b)wanting to sin (deep down)? Is your heart 
really separate from you or is it the very depth of who you are? 
Either way, I think it’s all sin towards God and all men have to 
ask for His help to fight their flesh. You can’t really be proud of 
yourself for “fighting for God” when you are still fighting yourself. 
You should be proud of when you’re winning a battle (and not 
sinning), but the fact that you’re fighting for God against your 
flesh is what you’re supposed to be doing! No pats-on-the-back 
there. When you’re winning, no pats-on the back there either, 
because it’s God winning inside you! Your pride is only what 
God does in you and you’re humbled in only in what you can’t 
do yourself and who you are in Christ. Your sinful nature IS 
your sinful heart. You can’t separate who you are and what you 
desire from what your heart drums up. You are sinful to the core. 
Your sinful heart IS your flesh. When you’re fighting your flesh 
not to desire, not to look, then you are doing good. But you are 
only doing good in Christ’s strength. You can’t fight yourself by 
yourself. You need Someone stronger: The Holy Spirit. “If we 
confess our sins (outward physical signs of sin and deep-rooted 
sinful heart issues), He is faithful and just to forgive us of all our 
sins and cleanse us from all unrighteousness (including those deep 
rooted sinful heart issues)”. (1 John 1:9) And that’s really what all 
men need: a changed heart, so that they don’t desire wrong things. 
So, they don’t want to sin. So that they don’t believe their flesh’s/
heart/sin-nature’s lies. People’s hearts lie so much. It makes them 
want to want to lust. They may not sin much on the outside, but 
their inside sins 24/7! Oh, that God would change all hearts to 
seek superior pleasure in Him. 
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• Push Down the Fleshly Desires
Christians shouldn’t be thinking about fleshly things. We should 
be fighting our flesh as it tries to lust after fleshly things. However, 
fleshly desires are easier to have than spiritual desires. They offer 
immediate gratification, a shortcut to happiness and freedom. But 
what your heart doesn’t realize is that its desires follow after the 
deceits and lies of the devil (which offer death and slavery, not 
freedom). When you lust after women, you are doubting God (who 
is inside you) to keep you from lusting and to give you pleasures 
beyond your petty sins of lust. We all need Jesus’ help to rise 
above these fleshly desires and push them down. “For they that 
are after the flesh do mind the things of the flesh; but they that are 
after the Spirit the things of the Spirit. For to be carnally minded 
is death; but to be spiritually minded is life and peace. Because the 
carnal mind is enmity against God: for it is not subject to the law 
of God, neither indeed can be. So then they that are in the flesh 
cannot please God.” (Romans 8:5-8)

• Lust is the object of your faith that isn’t God.

• On Beauty
There is nothing wrong with beauty. The problem is when you 
start lusting after beauty. All beauty should point you towards 
God—to know Him more; not to take you away from Him. All 
beautiful things: animals, landscapes, women, all came from 
God’s creativity. However, as beautiful as those things are, they 
are but a shadow of how beautiful God’s beauty is. His beauty is 
incomparable and incomprehensible to anything we have here on 
Earth. Not only that, but He gave up His beauty to become sin—
the most ugly thing—for us. God didn’t hold onto His beauty as 
something to be grasped, but willingly gave up His beauty to save 
us. Now that is beauty: selfless, gracious, powerful, vibrant and 
living.

• Always complete a lustful thought with a truth about sin: “What 
if I (fill in the blank) . . . that would be sin and that is judged 
according to God’s law.” 
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• Discipled By A Lie
Lust always starts off with a desire for pleasing yourself. It starts 
out as a doubting of the truth (i.e. being content with your present 
life). Lust is a lie; taking a non-truth and following after it. You are 
literally being discipled by a lie. The Lie is your master and you 
will follow it in all its instructions that it desires. 

• Satisfaction Only By God’s Law
Satisfaction will never be obtained by ditching God’s Law in our 
heads to lust after others. When you lust, you are doubting God’s 
power to give you satisfaction by His Law. Lustful people think 
they need to rip the control out of God’s hands to get satisfaction. 
Lust is not the path that God has for your life. It only leads to 
destruction (the complete opposite of satisfaction).

• God Testing You
God tests you by allowing lustful thoughts to come into your 
head, to see how faithful you will remain to Him. Will you be 
faithful to Him or to the new, shiny lie that just came into your 
head?Every lustful thought is an opportunity to fight for God and 
His righteousness.

• Trust in God is the Destroyer of (Lustful) Worlds

• When you lust after a woman, you set her up as a goddess, which 
not only makes you an adulterer but an idolater.

• Obey God
You don’t have to obey your flesh. It doesn’t control you. God is 
the only One that control your sinful flesh. If you are a Christian, 
you are already dead to sin. So walk in the Spirit and don’t fulfill 
the lusts of the flesh. You must believe that obedience to God is 
more satisfying than disobedience. That is how you will destroy 
your lust.

2013

• The Authority of Pornography
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The pornography industry tells the world how to treat women. 
In other words, their opinion of women leads the way for the 
world. The porn industry is an authority figure for the world. My 
question is–who made them an authority? Why do 40 million 
American adults who regularly visit pornographic websites listen 
to the pornography industry when it wants to know how to treat 
women? Why are they so enchanted with what they have to say 
about women? God is the only authority on how to treat women. 
God knows everything there is to know about women and how 
they should be treated. God, through His Word, shows women 
more respect than the porno industry could ever dream of. The 
porno industry is strong. Its might is in the sheer amount of 
dollars it produces and is able to invest in itself. Consider the 
fact that it is an estimated $13 Billion dollar industry worldwide. 
Every second, 30,000 people are viewing pornography online. In 
other words that’s 30,000 people being discipled on how to treat 
women (with the average age of exposure being at age 9). Though 
the pornography industry is strong and has many evangelists and 
disciples, God is truly stronger. God doesn’t need money to draw 
people to Him. He has something much more powerful–His love. 
And, it is His love that will draw people to His authority on how to 
treat women. Two authorities on women: Porno Industry and God. 
Who will people listen to?

• What is the difference between a heterosexual and a homosexual 
who are both sent to hell? Nothing. They both love their sin and 
hate God.

• Sexual Deviants
I would never let a child molester or homosexual watch my kids. 
Sexual deviants disqualify themselves as trustworthy individuals 
for anything family related. The homosexual and the molester are 
both sexual deviants. Here is my question: why is the molester is 
chastised by society and the homosexual  elevated? That makes 
no sense to me. They both are filthy sinners and are in need of 
judgment by God. 

• Beauty for Hire
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AVictoria’s Secret Model (i.e. Jazelle) has made almost $1 Billion 
in her modeling career. Wow, that’s very impressive. See, young 
women, how much money can be made by flaunting your half-
naked body in front of photographers? See how much cash can 
be made by someone who has no self-respect? A lot! The porno 
industry thrives on women with no self-worth. Does this famous 
model feel proud when she goes home, after a long day of bearing 
her breasts to the world? Is she able to hold her head up high 
when she deposits her paychecks into her bank account? Or, does 
she cry herself to sleep because no one respects her? Maybe, deep 
down, she knows she is only a piece of meat to be photographed. 
Money can’t buy self-worth and no big pay day can buy that for 
her. What would make a woman disrespect herself so much that 
she’s wiling to degrade her body to porn-fare? What kind of sick 
philosophy does it take to love cash more than you own self? What 
kind of demented woman throws her body away like a piece of 
trash to people who don’t care? Time isn’t on Jazelle’s side and she 
knows it. Beauty is so fleeting. She has got to work fast to get her 
cash grab, because every day, more and more wrinkles are going to 
make her less attractive. The more wrinkles and gray hair she get 
s will make her less of a hot-commodity. There will be a day when 
the Photoshop hours of touch-up artists won’t warrant working 
on Jazelle’s photos anymore and the photographers will kick her 
to the curb. She is only as good as a silicon-implanted, botox-
injected, twenty-something. If she starts looking like she’s in her 
30’s, it’s the beginning of the end, and she should start looking for 
other work. There’s always the Red Light district downtown. They 
are always hiring. Victoria’s Secret models actually have a lot in 
common with run of the mill street prostitutes: they both have no 
self-worth, they both love being worshiped for their bodies, they 
both use their bodies to get what they want and they trade their 
bodies for the almighty dollar. If Jazelle thinks that being on the 
cover of a famous magazine makes her any less of a prostitute, she 
is mistaken. If she thinks she is more high-end than her Red Light 
District counterparts, think again. Her body, which she has traded 
for money, will never give her satisfaction in life. No young woman 
should ever look at these famous models and “wish they had what 
they have”. They have less than nothing for they have rejected the 
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God that created their beauty.

• Should Men Lust?
God made beautiful women in the world. Does that mean men are 
to lust after beautiful women whenever they see them? No. Men 
should thank Him for His creativity and move on. There’s no need 
to lust, keep looking, think back, worry, have issues, ask if you 
did something wrong, feel guilty, feel unfaithful, etc. Think about 
these verses when you are tempted to lust after beauty:  “Lead us 
not into temptation.”  (Matthew 6:13)  “God cannot be tempted by 
evil nor does He himself tempt anyone.”   (James 1:13b)  “…was 
in all points tempted as we are, yet without sin”  (Hebrews 4:15) 
“Blessed is the man who endures temptation…”   (James 1:12a) 
“For in that He Himself has suffered, being tempted, He is able to 
aid those who are tempted.”   (Hebrews 2:18)

• Little Difference
There is little difference between child pornography and adult 
pornography. One is the lust of a smaller human being and one is 
the lust of a larger human being. Both are considered fornication 
according to the Bible.

• Women and Their Looks
When women look around to see who is “checking them out”, 
it just shows how proud they really are. They are proud of how 
they look and they want to see if a man is admiring their beauty. 
Their value is wrapped up in men lusting after them. What kind 
of woman would want a man to lust after them? Because lust, for 
a woman is a form a worship. The man is willing to commit sin 
to admire her beauty. What else is that man willing to sacrifice to 
experience that beauty? Women that are wrapped up in their looks 
think they have it all, but all they have is worshipers of lust–who 
could care less about the woman’s heart. Beauty is the bait they 
give, but men just take the bait, and leave no affection for her 
heart. The man gets hurt (because lust doesn’t satisfy) and the 
woman gets hurt because no one will ever know her heart or who 
she is.
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2014

• The Gospel for Sexual Sinners
Think of all the sexual actions and thoughts that you’ve ever 
done in life. I know you remember them. Everyone does. Those 
sins cannot be erased by anything you do. Good works, obeying 
traffic laws,  giving gifts to others won’t erase your sins. You can’t 
escape your sin list. You can run; but you can’t hide from your 
sins. Nothing can erase your guilt. More sin only hurts it worse. 
There is no cleaner that will clean you. There is no way you can 
clean yourself. There is only ONE WAY that you can be made 
holy: Jesus Christ. Indeed, He is the only One that can take away 
your guilt and shame. He is the only One that can erase your sin-
list. Why? How does He have the power to do that? It’s because 
He took on your sin list on the cross. He became sin for you, 
so you wouldn’t have to take the guilt. Sin has consequences–
deadly consequences. He took all of those deadly consequences 
on himself. God did not have to prove how glorious He was to 
us by taking our sin. He did not have to suffer and die for us. 
But the fact that He did shows us how beautiful, holy, just and 
wonderfully awesome He really is. His glory should be worshiped 
for who He is. But, now, in addition to who he is, His actions 
should make us fall down in worship to him. His beauty isn’t just 
in his character now. His beauty is in what He DID with His own 
hands. You don’t have to carry your sin-burden anymore! Jesus 
took our debt and has given you a new life in Him. All you have to 
do is accept it. He took the punishment. The hammer fell on Him 
so it wouldn’t fall on you. Who has ever done something so great 
as that for you? Only God. That is a love that is not to be spurned. 
That is a love to be embraced completely. To ignore that kind of 
love is to ignore it to our own detriment. He has lavished his love 
upon us (in every sense of the word). The least we can do is to love 
Him back. We should be living for Him rather than for our own 
selfish and prideful gain. Though He has taken the punishment of 
sin away from us, unfortunately, we still have a sin nature we have 
to deal with. We hate sin, on this side of Christ. We don’t want to 
sin anymore. Christ helps us with that. He is using sin to point 
us continually back to the cross and to make us into the image of 
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Himself. If you turn to God, all these riches are yours. If you don’t, 
you will continue to wallow in your guilt every moment, and then, 
judgment after you die.

• Waste of Beauty
Pornography is a waste of beauty. The exposure of beauty to an 
unknown audience is such a desolate waste of a woman’s body. 
The nakedness of a woman, for a camera, is sad. Any woman 
who is willing to degrade herself for a bag of money is a woman 
who sees no value in herself. God, on the other hand, says to that 
woman: “You are worth everything to me. Don’t sell yourself to 
these users. I love you. Love me in return.”

• Illegal Sex
All people who live for illegal sex (i.e. homosexuals, adulterers, 
pornographers, child molesters, etc.) find their value, identity, 
purpose, hopes and dreams in what they do with their sexual 
organs. If you were to take away their sexual organs (and 
what they do with them) all of their purpose for living would 
disappear. What they valued would disappear. Their dreams 
and their aspirations would disappear. They would no longer 
be able to worship their own perverted sexuality anymore. All 
hope, identity and purpose for life would be dashed to pieces. 
For a sexual deviant to base his entire foundation for life on his 
deviancy is truly absurd, because it can be taken away at any time. 
On the other hand, having Jesus Christ as one’s foundation is 
a foundation that can never be taken away. Basing one’s life on 
sexual immorality is but a shallow, weak, unsatisfying and sinful 
foundation that will crumble someday. Are sex-maniacs ready for 
that day when their whole life falls apart on the foundation that 
they’ve made for themselves? Sexuality was a gift from God–not 
a gift to be worshiped. Sex has become an idol for the feelings it 
produces–that it has replaced God as the Lord of people’s lives. 
But it is a cruel lord–a lord that always needs more, more and 
more. God, on the other hand, gives, gives and gives in hopes that 
you turn to Him.

• Pornography is a slave driver. It will take you in and even if you 
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want to get out at some point, it will keep you.

• Absence of Fidelity
Pornography consistently and effectively points people away 
from faithfulness in marriage. It says, “Who needs marriage 
when all sexual fulfillment can be found here?“ It spits in 
God’s face because God says true sexual fulfillment can only be 
found in marriage. Pornography is anti-marriage to the core. 
It’s philosophy equals sex outside of marriage. It stomps on 
faithfulness between a man and wife. It laughs at marriage and 
says, “This way more exciting.” It points people to a lie instead 
of to Jesus’ design for sexuality. Jesus designed marriage and 
love and our sexuality for His good purpose; He is the authority 
on this subject. Not the pornography industry. The pornography 
publishes an artificial, synthetic and deathly-ill version of God’s 
version of marriage and love-making.

• Molesters Will Be Punished
For an adult or relative to molest a child is to destroy the image of 
God as a loving parent. It is to steal innocence from that child. It’s 
so disgusting. Just like the slave trade–it robs the child of hope, 
love and joy in this world. And their future spouse will feel robbed 
as well.  Jesus knows what it’s like to have innocence stripped out 
of him. He will not allow molesters to go unpunished.

• Holiness and Virginity
Virginity represents, in a human form, God’s holiness. Not just 
anyone can get to God and not just anyone can get to a woman. 
In a woman’s case, it should be only her husband. In God’s case, 
it is only someone who is in Christ. This society likes to make fun 
of virginity and holiness. That’s no accident. The two are linked. 
Virginity is a type, or a symbol of holiness. Both are ridiculed in 
today’s society. But when holiness is ridiculed it is , at the heart, a 
ridicule of God’s nature.

• Modesty on a Case by Case Basis
It’s ironic to me that a woman who normally wears inappropriate 
clothing (i.e. that shows her body on purpose) is embarrassed 
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if there happens to be a rip in her jeans (i.e. that showed her 
underwear not on purpose). Women like this want to be in control 
of what they show the world and how they show it; Their modesty 
is on a case by case basis. And, if showing their body is out of their 
hands (by accident) then they don’t want it. Hypocrites.

• Marriage’s Trophy
Sex is good within marriage. Someone, long ago, after the Fall, 
took that idea and asked, “If sex is good within marriage, then 
maybe sex is good outside of marriage?”– hence was born 
adultery. Then, once adultery’s fad-status subsided then other 
things came into vogue. Soon, sex was being applied to everyone 
and everything, of all ages: same sex, animals and inanimate 
objects. Innocent animals and children of all ages were subjected 
to peoples’ perverted revelations. They took God’s good design 
for sex (which was good only in one context) and opened the 
floodgates for all scenarios and perversions. They said, “If sex is 
good in this scenario, then it must be good in other scenarios” 
and hence this is the devastation in the world today. There are 
more sex slaves today in the world than there ever has been in 
the history of the world. But, in spite of the devastation and 
the destroyed lives these sexual deviants have caused, people 
still think that sex within marriage is still not the only option. 
People like options, even if it hurts them. They like freedom, 
not commitment. Commitment is what makes sex wonderful. 
Freedom outside of that commitment makes sex un-enjoyable. For 
example, just because ketchup is good, doesn’t mean you should 
put it on vanilla ice cream. Coca-Cola is good, but that doesn’t 
mean you should dump it in your gas tank. Anytime someone re-
engineers God’s good design, it only leads to destruction and lost 
lives. You can’t improve upon perfection. Sex within the context 
of a married Christian couple is perfection on this earth. Anyone 
that says that is limiting simply doesn’t understand the original 
design. Stick within the confines of the design and a whole world 
of love– true love-making– is to be enjoyed. Go outside of those 
boundaries and a whole world of damnation awaits you. Hebrews 
13:4 says, “Marriage is honourable in all, and the bed undefiled: 
but whoremongers and adulterers God will judge.”
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• Women and Their Clothing
Why would a woman want to wear low-cut shirts? It is sad to me 
to think that women, in their pride, want to be noticed so bad, 
that they are willing to devalue themselves to get a little bit of 
attention. Low-cut shirts equals immediate attention by sinful 
men. Is that the kind of attention women want? Truth be told, 
men want women who respect themselves, not women who have 
low self-esteem or devalue themselves by low-cut shirts. Wearing 
low-cut shirts is a shortcut to attention. But, as with any shortcut, 
there are consequences. By wearing revealing clothing, women 
turn themselves into an object to be lusted after (just like a piece 
of meat in an aquarium full of piranha, it never turns out good 
for the piece of meat). Is that what women want? See, low-cut 
shirts are all about present, all-about me-satisfaction NOW. It 
is never about the future, and developing a relationship further 
down the road. A woman’s body is supposed to be reserved only 
for her current (or future) husband. It’s not to be publicized like 
some blog. Revealing clothing is a crude, barbaric and immediate 
way of achieving an attentive audience. But, in some women’s 
quest for power, it is but a small price to pay for the attention they 
long for. What they don’t realize is that small price paid for in the 
beginning only ends up costing their whole heart in the end. How 
many relationships started out with revealing clothing end up in 
broken homes, bitterness, anger, alcohol, drugs, loss of finances 
and sleepless nights? Low-cut clothing and revealing clothing 
just is not worth it for any woman who respects herself. Realize 
this simple fact: showing your chest to the world will never help 
you find your true love. You will only find a bunch of the wrong 
kind–the evil kind–of men that treat you like an animal or a piece 
of meat. Don’t downgrade yourself like that. You are worth more 
than that. 

• This society glorifies covenant -breakers (i.e. adulterers). Women 
love to tempt and create covenant - breakers. Oh, but they sure 
hate it when that same covenant-breaker breaks up with them. 

2015
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• Fictionalized Sex
Sex in the movies is just an act. Actors are trying to get their 
Academy Award (by acting at out sex). Sex in movies is a fiction. 
Actors know the cameras are rolling so they try to “bump up their 
game”.  How disgusting to take the most intimate human act 
–making love–and turn it into entertainment. But it falls far short 
of real making love within a real, loving, Christ-centered marriage. 
The porno industry and Hollywood have no clue what real love 
is. What they don’t realize is that they can’t capture real love on 
camera–only a perverted, twisted version of what they think is 
love.

• The Word Naked
Naked is a buzzword that is used in a lot of punk-modern 
marketing. It’s just used for making more money, but it is devoid 
of any meaning. Look up in the dictionary and you will find under 
the word, naked, “without clothes”. How can “juice” be without 
clothes. (Fruit normally doesn’t wear clothes anyway). Or, naked 
shampoo– shampoo doesn’t wear clothes. It’s nonsensical. If 
they are trying to say “natural” or “organic” then please just say 
“natural” or “organic”. Do these companies have to sexualize 
everything? I know it’s hard for America to not think in sexual 
terms– in every aspect of their lives– but can they try not to 
sexualize fruit or shampoo or juice?

• True Freedom
The word “Freedom”, since the 60’s, has meant “uninhibited”. To 
society it essentially means: no boundaries. No rules. But that is 
illogical. This world is full of rules: gravity, light, motion, physics. 
You can’t live your life uninhibited. Go ahead and try walking 
around naked all day long. Go ahead and eat whatever you want– 
you won’t live very long. There is freedom within boundaries. 
That is the world God has made. Freedom with no boundaries is 
simply slavery. Satan would love for you to take his definition of 
“freedom” when he knows it will lead to your slavery to him.

• Raise Your Daughters Right
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There are some concerned women reporters (i.e. Katy Couric 
and her documentary: “Hot Girls Wanted”) about young girls 
being brought into the celebrity scene, by basically having to be 
prostitutes to make money. Money is the allurement; shame is 
the wage. This is a problem, but guess what–it’s the lust of money 
that’s the real problem. It’s the materialistic culture that these 
girls have been brought up in. It’s their parents for not teaching 
these girls not to respect their bodies. It’s the porno-industry–the 
money industry. It’s the Church not calling men out to live holy 
lives. It’s the carnal nature of men to turn beautiful women into 
whores. This isn’t an easy problem to fix, but it can be started with 
preaching the gospel of Christ. “Do not prostitute thy daughter, to 
cause her to be a whore; lest the land fall to whoredom, and the 
land become full of wickedness.”  (Leviticus 19:29)

• Adultery Online
There are websites created for the sole purpose of adulterers and 
adulteresses to meet and break their marriage vows together in 
an unholy union. These websites are places where like-minded 
sinners can worship the god of sex and make new vow sto the god 
of infidelity. Can you imagine a husband or a wife (that spent so 
much time building a marriage) go out of their way to destroy 
their marriage for some one-night stand? Can you imagine that 
fleeting emotions–rather than truthful marriage vows–would 
rule their decisions? Adultery is simply a body and another 
body. There are no other connections there. It’s like a prostitute-
customer relationship (except the currency is your own feelings). 
Do you have any idea how much time, money and resources are 
spent sneaking around in the shadows? How much time is spent 
deceiving your spouse? How much time is spent feeling guilty? 
Adulterers never win in the end. In the wake of their carnal 
experience, they leave a broken spouse, broken children and a 
broken soul. Their own soul is ripped apart as they don’t even 
know who they are. They have to keep track of what reality is 
versus the reality they tell themselves. What is fiction and non-
fiction? Their world is a world of lies and deceit and clearing 
text messages and looking over their shoulder. Adultery is good 
at destroying marriages but never building them. It’s easier to 
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destroy the World Trade Center than to actually build it and 
adulterers act like terrorists to their own family. It takes much 
longer to make a marriage than to destroy it. 

• Hell At Your Fingertips
Imagine having every perverted desire at your fingertips. 
Imagine all your evil thoughts played out and able to be viewed 
as photos or videos. That is essentially what the internet is: a 
conglomeration of perversion and sin. The internet mirrors man’s 
heart: dark, depraved, disgusting and devoid of God. Sure, there 
are good things on the internet, but the evil far outweighs the 
good. The internet is like a Tower of Babel, pulling all the best of 
the evil, of all the world, together in one handy location. Will you 
fall into the temptation to follow your dark heart to the darkest 
part of the internet? Or, will you search only for the good, holy 
and just–to fight the rest of the evil on the internet? Christians 
have a huge responsibility to turn away from the evil to fight the 
evil. They must expose the evil with the gospel. The gospel needs 
to be proliferated more than the evil. And if you’re have a hard 
time not searching the evil desires of your heart–only the gospel 
can cure crave for lust and depravity.

• Curating Cowardice
The Pornography industry is raising up another generation of 
cowardice men: men who would rather sink in the depths of 
fantasy than take the time to develop a loving relationship with 
their wife. Pornography turns men into boys, using their penises 
as weapons rather than loving tools for their wives. 

• Ripped Apart
The word, “Rape” means “to rip”. But how often does a woman, 
who sleeps around a lot, consider to be ripped apart? 1 Corinthians 
6:16-18 says, “What? know ye not that he which is joined to an 
harlot is one body? For two, saith he, shall be one flesh. But he 
that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit. Flee fornication. Every 
sin that a man doeth is without the body; but he that committeth 
fornication sinneth against his own body.” Sleeping around and 
living an immoral lifestyle is doing damage to yourself, women. 
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You are losing yourself to your own philosophy of freedom. God 
made you and He knows what will satisfy you. Trust Him and live 
according to His Word. Even if you’ve been split apart (i.e. raped), 
God can put you back together again. Nothing is so broken that He 
cannot fix. 

• The Loss of Modesty
Modesty is a term that this society doesn’t even know anymore. 
Modesty simply means, “with great power, comes great 
responsibility.” Young ladies, you have been given a great gift: 
beauty. How are you going to use that gift from God? For Him or 
for yourself? We live in a culture that doesn’t know what modesty 
is. When you have teenagers posting photos of themselves in their 
underwear (or naked)–modesty has gone out the window. But this 
is the culture we have made for ourselves. When the bikini culture 
and hippie culture of the 60’s have entered into Christian homes, 
the concept of modesty, as something good, has disappeared. 
Today, when modesty is talked about it is ridiculed. The Christian 
girls of today have tremendous pressure to show cleavage and legs 
to the world. But the Bible says that you are to respect yourself 
and save yourself for your future husband. The culture goes 
against the Bible and promotes young ladies to show any and 
all parts of their body whenever they want. What kind of culture 
will that create? What kind of men will that kind of young lady 
attract? Does she want to dress and act like a prostitute? If a lady 
dresses like a stripper, she’ll be treated like a stripper (i.e. cheap, 
lustful entertainment). Does a young lady want to attract those 
who watch pornography? There’s no real relationship there nor 
will there ever be. It’s the same mentality that allows sex-slavery 
to exist; that’s the kind of men that ladies will attract. If you show 
your body, you will never be satisfied. If you are modest (as the 
world mocks) you will be satisfied and live. Respect yourself. Save 
yourself for your future husband. You will reap so many more 
benefits than if you just give yourself away to strangers.

• Loose-Living
A woman who slept around before she was married is going to 
have a rough marriage. Actually, her marriage will be short-lived 
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because of one simple thing: lack of trust. Her husband won’t 
trust her and therefore won’t love her (and will probably commit 
adultery against her, anyway). Or, she won’t trust him because 
all she’s known her whole life is men that only want her body 
(and therefore won’t love him and will probably commit adultery 
against him). This could also be said of a man who slept around 
before getting married. Sleeping around is the opposite of trust. 
Loose living is the antithesis of love. Therefore, when a person 
who has lived that way for so long wants to “settle down”–there is 
only one way to make that happen: a heart change to Jesus Christ. 
Anything short of a re-birth inside of that person will result in a 
failed marriage. Why? Because getting married doesn’t change 
a person’s heart. A status change won’t make someone trust 
someone more or be more trustworthy. Marriage is born out of 
trust, love and respect. If anyone who has lived a sinfully sexual 
life who wants to have a successful marriage needs to repent and 
fall on their face to Jesus Christ. Fall in love with Him first and 
He may have grace upon you and bring you a spouse that will love 
you unconditionally. But it starts with owning up to your sins and 
following Jesus.

• Adulterers, the Fools
All men fight lust in their heart. Men (and yes, even “Christian” 
men)  have lustful thoughts towards other women that are not 
their wives. That is a problem, yes, but, to actually ACT on those 
lustful thoughts and commit adultery against your wife– wow– 
you’ve got some guts. For any Christian men who would do that 
to their wives and children– all I can say is that I know atheists 
and agnostics that have been faithful to their wives for decades– 
what a shame that Christian men would sink lower than that. 
To commit adultery against your bride– and leave your children 
fatherless–wow– I would hate to be in your shoes when God 
judges you. It’s one thing to lust in your heart– it’s a completely 
different thing to act on those impulses and throw your wife and 
children under the bus for a few seconds of pleasure that won’t 
last. The fact that men actually had time to plot and scheme and 
take the effort to accomplish their adultery– means several things: 
that they weren’t spending time with their wife and that they 
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weren’t loving their wife when with her! Some basics: it takes time 
to love your wife! If you have time to be unfaithful to her, then 
you have time to love her. But men don’t look at their sin in those 
terms; only selfish and sinful lust and pleasure for a split-second. 
Here’s a fact for you: the women you fornicate with are just like 
you– they won’t be around in a few years. The ironic thing is– you 
threw away your wife who would have been there through all 
these years– if you didn’t mess up! Now you are entering middle 
age with no one by your side, children who hate you and your life 
is in shambles. And you ask yourself, “And for what?” Exactly. 
What was the point of destroying your life and the lives of your 
loved ones?You are a selfish fornicator in need of a Savior. Turn to 
Christ, and pray that He will have mercy on your soul.

• If you have a lust problem, you have a love problem with God.

• The Great Uglifying
Can you think of anything more ugly or more disgusting than 
pornography? Pornography is truly disgusting as it destroys 
everything beautiful and good in this world. Your eyes, heart 
and mind are tainted by the ugliness and, eventually, ugliness is 
all you will see. Any man who looks at pornography, afterward, 
feels disgusting and guilty on the inside. As he goes about his day 
among people, a great devaluing of women occurs: all women 
start looking ugly to the pornography-addict. Women become a 
creature to use; not to love and cherish and value. Women are to 
be used only for self-gratification. It is this mentality that leads 
to other sexual deviant lifestyles such as: strip clubs, prostitution 
and using sex-slaves. Anyone who is against sex-slavery should 
be against pornography. Pornography is the first step that leads 
to sex-slavery. Pornography has gone on so long in this country 
(as it was decriminalized) that it can be overlooked as just a past-
time. But, that past time is what has lead to our present evil age of 
same-sex “marriage”, child molesters, the LGBT movement and all 
other sexual sins. If pornography doesn’t end in this country, sex-
slavery and all sexual deviancy will continue.

• Adultery and Materialism
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Adultery and materialism go hand in hand. Materialism is the 
worship of things that will almost always lead to the worship of 
bodies (adultery). When “getting things” is the source of your joy 
in life, “getting other  men and women” is just around the corner. 
To be materialistic, one has to lie, cheat and steal. Those traits 
are then later used to commit adultery. Materialistic satisfaction 
isn’t something to gloss over, as if it’s one of the “lesser sins”. No, 
materialism and the love of money almost always is a precursor 
to adultery and sexual immorality. Don’t be fooled: materialism 
and the worship of things is very dangerous to your soul. Paul 
condemns those who are “lovers of pleasures more than lovers of 
God” (2 Tim 3:4). In 1 Timothy 6:9, Paul warns of materialism: 
“But they that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare, 
and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in 
destruction and perdition.” Americans tends to think that “loving 
things” is not as bad as, say, murder. But it is. Why? Because the 
love of things always comes above loving others. And when you 
have a culture that devalues their neighbor (and values things 
more than people), murder is concurrent with the culture.

2016

• The Loneliness of Pornography
Porno doesn’t do anything but teach men how to be wimps. A man 
would rather look at a photo than have a woman to call his own. 
Hey, how about this: rather than chasing pixels, why don’t you 
chase after a woman and win her heart? Porno takes the natural-
born chivalry out of a man and replaces it with an ever-increasing 
(but never satisfied) lust. Men were born to win a woman’s heart; 
not to lust after photos of naked women who they will never meet. 
Porno screams loneliness. It is a private addiction, one that will 
destroy you a little bit each day. Porno is the face of loneliness as 
the viewer will never meet the women on the screen. Though you 
may look at these women’s bodies, you will never know them. 

• First Look at Pornography
A boy’s first look at pornography should be: “Holy Poop! There’s 
women like this who will sell their bodies for some photographers 
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to be published in magazines and lusted after by men who they 
will never meet? Wow! To think there are actually women out 
there who value themselves so little and value  getting paid more 
than their own bodies is just crazy.” That should be a boys first 
response. But, sadly, because of man’s fallen nature, that isn’t his 
normal response. His response is one of excitement and secret 
knowledge, as if he has stumbled upon a treasure. But the treasure 
chest has a viper in it. Boys want more and more and eventually 
are consumed with the sexual imagery that it takes more and more 
devious and sinful images to even arouse them anymore. Boys 
have become a shell of their former selves. Those boys will never 
have any meaningful relationship as they view all women as sex 
objects. It is a sad, sick world that boys have to grow up in. The 
only hope is in godly men and women to raise up boys to know 
what to look at and what not to look at. The only hope for boys is 
the gospel. It is only in the gospel that boys can be free from their 
addiction.

• Relative View of Sex
Whenever you let the culture define what sex is, you are going 
to get a lot of disgusting answers. These answers will morph and 
evolve over time to become more and more disgusting (as culture 
sees fit). In other words, culture doesn’t know what sex is. They 
only know what they define it as (in that one moment). In another 
moment it can (and will) be something else. How can you live life 
defining sex like that? You’ll only be “right” in the moment. When 
you look back, it will be one long string of failures. How do you 
overcome this relative view of sex? You define sex as God defines 
it. He made it. You live life according to how He has defined sex 
to be. It is an absolute definition. It is a fulfilling and satisfying 
definition. Don’t let man tell you what sex is. Listen and obey God 
what He says sex is.

• Technology Tied to Sex
If you haven’t noticed how sexualized America is, you’ve been 
living in a cave. Sex drives everything—even our technology. 
It is a common fact that the reason why the superior BETA 
videocassettes never became the industry standard (like VHS 
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did) is because the porno industry adopted the inferior VHS as 
it’s choice. Where the porno-industry goes, so does the rest of the 
entertainment industry and the technology companies.

• Any sexual lifestyle that points you away from God would, by 
definition, be a sinful lifestyle.

• Industry of Lies
The porno industry lies to you. They say if you listen to them and 
follow their advice that your sex life will exponentially be more 
gratifying and fulfilling. That is a lie from the depths of hell. The 
truth is that if you listen to God and follow His advice on sex (i.e. 
one man, one woman marriage with no sexual deviancy) that your 
sex life will be so fulfilling. It will be more gratifying than anything 
porno has to offer. Porno has to offer excitement for a moment, 
but then the next thing has to up the ante. We are 70 years later 
since legalized pornography and we can see where we have landed: 
complete depravity of the human body. Men and women are 
simply seen as objects; not God’s images.

• Gain From Not Lusting
Think how much you will gain on that day when you don’t lust 
after women. Think of how proud God will be when He judges 
you and commends you for not lusting; the time you didn’t turn 
your head; the time you didn’t look at porno. The time you didn’t 
have an evil thought. God knows all and will reward all. Seen 
and unseen. I’d rather receive God’s rewards in the next life than 
any temporary rewards (i.e. sexual gratification) in this life. His 
ways are infinitely better than our ways. Sexuality, God’s way, 
is satisfying. Sexuality any other way is never gratifying. I can’t 
wait for that day when God reveals all the good decisions I made: 
when I didn’t check out another woman, when I didn’t lust, when 
I didn’t imagine sexual immorality. Why? Because there are 
plenty other evil thoughts that I will be ashamed of. All my lustful 
thoughts will come to light someday–as will everyone else’s. I 
would rather live holy in this life and fight sin and have something 
to show for on that day. “Blessed is the man that endureth 
temptation: for when he is tried, he shall receive the crown of life, 
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which the Lord hath promised to them that love him.” (James 
1:12)

• The Loss of Innocence
The Justice Department estimates that nine of 10 children 
between the ages of 8 and 16 have been exposed to pornography 
online, with the average age of exposure being 9. 32% of teens 
access pornography online intentionally. 12% of parents are 
aware of this activity. Pornography is ripping the innocence out 
of children and subjects them to a sexualized, sinful lifestyle. 
Children are being taught by the porn industry how to live, how to 
dress, how to act, how to please and be pleased. Pornography is a 
lie from the pit of hell that promises the world to children but only 
destroys them.

• Pornography Costs
Pornography isn’t free. You think it only costs $5 to rent a porno? 
Wrong. It costs $5 plus your soul. 

• Pornography From the Photographed Person’s Angle
For people who think pornography is harmless entertainment, 
let’s examine another angle to it. Just for the sake of argument, 
let’s say that it never was harmless to the person using 
pornography (that’s a false statement, but we will ignore it for 
the sake of argument). Let’s look at the other side, then, the side 
that creates the pornography. Pornography from the person being 
photographed is being harmed because he/she is being used for 
money. The porn-star is a slave to money and a shell of a person 
who’s dignity has been ripped away. Porn-stars are never unhurt 
by the industry they are in. They exist for the fulfillment of others. 
That is their only purpose. How sad. That is a miserable existence 
to know that the only reason you exist is to fulfill other’s needs. 
What about their needs? Sacrificing one’s dignity at the altar of 
“career” is a violation of human self-worth. No. Pornography 
harms the porn-stars and it harms the audience. Pornography 
is never harmless entertainment. It devalues humans to pieces 
of meat and it creates a deep desire in a heart that can never be 
satisfied. God made man in his image and pornography destroys 
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that image.

• Money Drives It
A sexually driven culture is a controlled culture. A sexually-
debased culture is an enslaved culture. America isn’t free. It’s 
enslaved by its own carnal desires. Sex is seen as a means to an 
end: namely personal pleasure and money. Yes, money. Money 
is the driving force of our sexualized culture. Sex is used to sell 
everything from car parts to toothpaste. The corporate business 
men who use sex to sell their products to the public are nothing 
but glorified pimps.

• Female Models Disrespect All Females
It’s the women that pose for pornography that creates a disrespect 
of women. Men don’t respect women because pornography has 
conditioned men not to respect them. Men have a sin nature. 
They don’t respect women (if they listen to their sin nature). 
Pornography just throws more fuel on the fire of disrespect. 
Feminism tries to combat that with their sick philosophy. They 
would do better attacking the women that wear no clothing for 
“art” than attacking the “male chauvinistic pigs”. The pigs are in 
their own camp, though. “She (the strange woman) also lieth in 
wait as for a prey, and increaseth the transgressors among men.” 
(Proverbs 23:28)

• Victoria’s Brothel
Have you walked around a mall lately and looked at the signage on 
Victoria’s Secret? It looks like a brothel. Victoria’s Secret proudly 
exposes women’s bodies to the public. They use half-naked bodies 
to entice customers to spend their money. They actually, in my 
mind, seem desperate. Their signage is not exciting. They are so 
desperate for your wallet that they “have to” show breasts and 
half-naked bodies to entice customers into their store. They offer 
a world of sexual freedom, but instead all a woman gets is some 
lingerie. They make extravagant promises that if you wear their 
products that you will finally be fulfilled. No woman who wears 
their products will be fulfilled. It’s such a joke that Victoria’s 
Brothel is considered “classy” in this day and age. It’s prostitution 
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of women’s bodies. How can American Christians fight against the 
sex slave trade and then go shopping at Victoria’s Secret (which 
also exploits women’s bodies)? It’s hypocritical to do so. No 
Christian should ever shop at this porn-wear dealer.

• The Carniceria
If women treat themselves as a piece of meat (by how little they 
wear) it shouldn’t be shocking when men treat women as pieces of 
meat. They are both wrong. Women aren’t pieces of meat and they 
shouldn’t be advertising themselves as such.

• Absolute Sexual Freedom Corrupts Absolutely
Absolute freedom corrupts absolutely. Freedom without restraint 
is called anarchy. Sexual freedom without restraint is called sexual 
anarchy. Examples of this anarchy include: sex before marriage, 
pornography, Hollywood, the sexualization of all entertainment, 
strip clubs, prostitution, sex-slave trade, molestation, adultery, 
and the list goes on and on. For a society to run correctly (and 
morally) there has to be restraints. Not everyone can do whatever 
they want. There is a thing called good and evil. Freedoms cannot 
be given to both good and evil people. Thomas Jefferson said that 
America could only work with religious people. Take the fear of 
God away from people and what absolute do they have to start 
with? Take the Bible and prayer out of public places and what do 
they base their lives on? They base their lives on their feeling s 
from moment to moment. Sexual anarchy is just a slavery to one’s 
own whims, desires and lusts. I can’t wish that on my neighbor. 
I’m supposed to love my neighbor by pulling him back from the 
fire. I’m supposed to be the roadblock that says, “don’t go this 
way” .Christians are supposed to be serving God in this capacity 
by speaking out against the evils of sexual anarchy. Sexual sinners 
only see Christians as “taking away from them”. Christians are 
taking away death and sin from them– hardly good things! God 
wants to take away sin and death from sexual sinners but they 
won’t listen to Him!

• There’s no such thing as free love. It always costs your soul. Free 
love is like free lunch: someone has to pay for it.
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•  PHD in Porn
Those who look at pornography are students of pornography. 
Some people study porno so much you would think they would 
have a PHD in porno. How sad to study something so depraved, so 
sinful and so worthless but never get to use your degree. Rather, 
the degree uses the student. Rather than the student consuming 
porno, porno consumes the student. The porn-god is a relentless 
god; an unforgiving god. You can study porno all you want; you 
can get your “degree” in it but porno, in the end, will leave you 
empty and dead inside. The conclusion of porno only leads to 
death.

2017

• Destroy Your Life 101
The Sexual Revolution was basically a crash course on how to 
destroy your life. It was a lesson in how to make an airplane 
out of duct tape and chewing gum. The year 1969 is looked at 
as the pillar of all things free. Unfortunately, that year is the 
year all things were lost. Things like patience, and relationships 
and commitment and honesty and trustworthiness. It was an 
experiment in futility. 50 years later, we still see the dead fruit 
it brings: divorced marriages, fatherless homes, abortion, the 
LGBT movement, AIDS, single mothers, poverty and more. The 
sexual revolution is a joke. It was a revolution insofar as much 
as if you were to take a knife, cut out your own eyes and then put 
sunglasses on. It was a joke like, “Hey, have you heard the one 
about the Sexual Revolution?“ (that’s the joke and the punchline. 
) Except it’s not very funny. Broken hearts, souls and homes 
have been the result. It was a mass-sacrifice of peoples’ bodies 
to the god of lust, control and greed. But the god doesn’t pay 
back lightly. He has dealt the harshest of blows despite the huge 
sacrifice of people’s own sexuality. God designed sexuality to be 
built over decades within a marriage between one man and one 
woman. Much like a general contractor constructing a building, 
brick by brick. That kind of building can’t be built in the context 
of hook-ups and one-night stands. There is no value in a hookup, 
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for neither party had to work much for that moment. If a dating 
couple works hard, over years, to build a foundation for marriage, 
they will reap the benefits. Why? Because they put their blood, 
sweat and tears into the relationship and that marriage ring is 
a victory ring. There are no shortcuts despite what 1969 tried to 
teach the world. Build a relationship; don’t just take a body for 
a night. Love and sacrifice for the other; don’t just be impatient 
and hookup. The more you put into a relationship the more you 
will reap good fruit. You only value what you work for. Will a 
one-night stand be looked back upon as something that took a lot 
of effort to accomplish, or little effort to accomplish? Will being 
flirtatious with the opposite sex ever build something of value, or 
is it just cheap, drive-thru feelings? 

• The Sexual Revolution is a revolution of chains. It is a “new” way 
of being enslaved by your sin. The Sexual Revolution was just a 
sexual assault on society for the purpose of controlling society.

• Protect Intimacy At All Costs
To talk about sex in the most crude terms is disgustingly inhuman. 
How can one take the most intimate act between two human 
beings (a male and a female) and talk about it such common, 
profane terms? Even the overabundance of talking about sex turns 
it into some cheap act. It is not a cheap act! It is not common and 
profane. It is intimate and renewing and pure love in physical 
form. It is the communion of a husband and a wife. It is pure 
knowledge and sacrifice and intimacy. This culture has been on a 
collision course with anything but intimacy and love and sacrifice. 
What the world wants is cheap acts of orgasm; not a foundation 
of love. This is seen in Hollywood and the music industry and 
the media. Sex is treated as something that “can make us some 
money”. Rather than protecting the act of sexual intercourse for 
what it is, it is exploited for financial gain. It is sickening. Married 
couples must do all they can to protect their intimate acts behind 
closed doors. That means no pornography (as it cheapens the act), 
no masturbation (as it dismisses the communion of marriage), no 
media that takes away from God’s design (as it infiltrates one’s 
mind with the lies of the devil). Sexual intimacy among human 
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beings must be protected by the Christians; because no one else 
will protect the godly heritage of it. The world is exploiting what 
goes on behind closed doors. Christians must be the heroes and 
protect its secrecy at all costs (for generations to come). If the 
world finally succeeds in creating a monopoly on the definition 
of sex, where will the next generation get the truth? It is the 
Christians that have the truth about the sex. Protect sex for the 
glory of God.

•  Low-Cut Advertising
Why do women feel the need to wear low-cut shirts out in public? 
As a man, the first thing I want to do is look, because they are 
enticing me to lust. But, if I really think about it, I truly am 
disgusted by women showing the tops of their breasts to strangers 
(like me). Why? Because that beauty should only be shown to 
their husbands. I’m not their husband– why should I be seeing 
that? Women don’t protect their breasts from strangers. Maybe 
that’s the whole problem with this culture. Women don’t value 
themselves to privatize their own bodies. They want to publicize 
their bodies like a whore.

•  Any man who looks at pornography really doesn’t love his 
woman. His fantasy world and pleasing himself is more important 
than giving himself over to his bride.

• Drab, Dark World
Pornography paints everything in grays. In other words, 
pornography makes life less exciting. Instead of excitement, it 
produces an absolute boredom with life. It saps the vitality of 
men and replaces it with a complete lifeless existence. Men find 
themselves thinking about immorality all the time, rather than 
the true beauty of the world around them. It’s a fantasy world 
that doesn’t exist. It’s a haze that blinds you to everything around 
you. The devaluing of women is brought over into real life, as 
well, as women just don’t seem beautiful anymore. Pornography 
rewires your brain to accept a lie and then call it “truth”. It is 
“truth” that leads you to the precipice of hell, as you find no value 
in yourself, God, or anybody else. It’s ironic that the very things 
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you are supposed to find beauty in (and at one time even idolized) 
are the things that now have no value to you at all (i.e. women’s 
bodies). If you find the devaluing of people a prison, stop looking 
at pornography. It will only lead you to hell. “For a whore is a deep 
ditch; and a strange woman is a narrow pit.” (Proverbs 23:27) 

•  Wimps Wanted
Pornography creates wimpy men. It creates a cycle of irresponsible 
men because it gives no incentive for a relationship. In fact, 
pornography is the antithesis of a relationship. Pornography 
promises the satisfaction of sex, but it never does. The satisfaction 
was only by your lonely self. Pornography is a $60 billion business 
because of lonely men who don’t want to work for a relationship. 
The pornography industry will take these lonely men’s money 
and never give them a true relationship. It’s unfortunate that 
many of these men’s wives, if they respected their husbands more, 
would fight more to bring their husbands back. Unfortunately, 
their wives have just let go of their husbands into the black hole. 
Perhaps from their perspective all they see is a wimpy man. 
Perhaps they are right. Maybe they can’t save themselves. Perhaps 
the wife, if she truly loved her husband, would pull him back out 
of the darkness so he wouldn’t run to such filth.

•  Forbidden Fruit and Forbidden Love
Adultery. Sexual immorality. LGBT. Pornography. These are all 
considered forbidden fruit by God. And, yet, in the moment, these 
things seem very attractive to people’s flesh. And, just like Eve, 
whose desire consumed her, they consume their forbidden fruit 
until it destroys them. Men and women don’t like the concept of 
something being “kept” from them. For something to be forbidden 
is the equivalent of saying “No!” Men and women don’t like No. 
They don’t like boundaries. There are two thoughts on what 
boundaries do: they either keep us something from something 
good or keep us from something bad. God sets up boundaries 
because He loves us–because things are bad on the other side. 
He put up the fence (the Law) to protect us from the dragon 
(pornography) on the otherside. “Let no man say when he is 
tempted, I am tempted of God: for God cannot be tempted with 
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evil, neither tempteth he any man: But every man is tempted, 
when he is drawn away of his own lust, and enticed. Then when 
lust hath conceived, it bringeth forth sin: and sin, when it is 
finished, bringeth forth death.” (James 1:13-15)

• Weightloss Ads
Weight-loss advertisements are usually sex-driven. Many 
advertisements will show a skinny lady holding her 4XL pants 
out from her waist, and smiling. How is this not a sexual 
proposition? The smiling lady proudly displays her stomach and 
hips to the world–something that should only be seen by her 
husband. Weight-loss is seen as the magic door to happiness 
to overweight people. Weight-loss is the key that will open up 
all happiness and –don’t miss it–sexual satisfaction for any 
woman. These images of women holding pants is not an innocent 
endeavor into cheesy marketing. No. It is a calculated marketing 
campaign. The message is loud and clear: Weight loss leads to 
sex (and happiness). What the advertisers won’t tell you is that 
there are millions of skinny women who are unsatisfied in their 
relationships and sex lives. Weight loss doesn’t save. Sex doesn’t 
save. Only Jesus brings true happiness.

• Titillating News
Before Yahoo or MSN webpages load up, you should turn your 
eyes away from their debauchery. This is what it means to serve 
the  Lord. Every man knows that breasts and sex is shown 
explicitly as “cover stories” on these news channels. So why even 
be on the page – especially if you are just checking your email? 
There’s no point. Turn your eyes away from destruction.  “Hell and 
destruction are never full; so the eyes of man are never satisfied.” 
(Proverbs 27:20)

•  Pornography Wants Your Soul
Pornography is a siren that beckons to destroy your soul, though 
it never beckons explicitly with that intention. Pornographers 
know how to market themselves, “You deserve it”, “Relax a little 
bit”, “There’s nothing wrong with this”, “You’re not sinning 
against your wife”. It’s funny that they echo the exact same things 
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that Satan says; no surprise, because pornographers work for 
the Prince of Darkness. Pornography will rob you of your family 
in the end. Is it worth it? It will rob you of your time, energy, 
money, thoughts, emotions and resources. In short, pornography 
will rob you of everything in your life, down to your very soul. It 
will leave you as a spiritual hobo. Is it worth it, for a few minutes 
of gratification? The Lord offers a better way. He says, “And if 
thine eye offend thee, pluck it out: it is better for thee to enter 
into the kingdom of God with one eye, than having two eyes to 
be cast into hell fire: Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is 
not quenched.” (Matthew 9:47-48). Hell is the final destination 
of pornography. Don’t play with fire because you are going to get 
burned.

•  Casual Sex Movement
The Casual Sex movement has destroyed billions of lives. Casual 
sex, by definition, has nothing to do with love. Casual sex is all 
about one thing: sex. The two parties could care less about any 
lifelong commitment with each other. They just want one thing. 
They don’t care about any faithfulness to each other; just one 
thing. They only care about their particular recreation. They are 
kind of like sports partners: meeting up and then going their 
separate way. These whores and whoremongers (as God calls 
them) have taken the most intimate act that God created and 
turned it into a game. The very definition of “know”in the Bible 
was to make love (Genesis 4:1, 4:17, 4:25, 1 Samuel 1:19). People 
don’t even know the person who they are “knowing”. Sex becomes 
just another experience. But what good is the experience if you 
don’t even know the person? You had an experience, but you 
were basically by yourself. Experience with a stranger really isn’t 
something to strive for. And yet billions of people settle for the 
crumbs. Wanting to be known and loved is something all men and 
women want. So why do you settle for not being known and  not 
knowing others? People have taken God’s good gift of sex and have 
divorced it from the source of life. Sex, in is proper context, is 
not casual. It is passionate, faithful, loving, patient and powerful. 
People have turned passionate sex into something boring, godless 
and unsatisfying. These people think that the more boring sex that 
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they have that it will eventually lead to passionate godly sex. But it 
never will. Without God’s design, sex will never be passionate. God 
created sex to be experienced in a certain lifelong context. “And 
even as they did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God 
gave them over to a reprobate mind, to do those things which are 
not convenient; Being filled with all unrighteousness, fornication, 
wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness. . .” (Romans 1:28-29a)

•  Selling and Buying Love
There is always a cost associated with “free” love. People who want 
to sleep around are not “getting”, they are giving; giving of their 
very own souls. In other words, they are saying in effect, “My love 
is for sale”. How much will you buy it for? Any person who sells 
their love is the same as a prostitute who sells her love. Love isn’t 
a commodity to be sold and traded. If love is sold, then it isn’t 
love. Love, by definition, is given freely with no strings attached. It 
isn’t a service to buy and sell.

•  Users Get Users
Those who live for sexual experiences also live to burn others. 
Having an experience is a very selfish goal (not a lofty one). And 
in the pursuance of that goal, one can’t help but hurt others. The 
hook-up culture, free as it is, also freely hurts others. Users get 
users. Unfaithful people get unfaithful people. It shouldn’t be 
shocking. Sex-shiesters get sex-sheisters. Is it any wonder why 
the hook-up culture isn’t satisfying? Nothing lasts. This lifestyle 
leaves behind a broken trail of hearts and hurt people. This is the 
opposite of loving your neighbor as yourself. 

2018

•  Unfaithfulness and Bars
In a bar scenario, where alcohol is flowing, no is who they are. 
Some people say it makes people more honest; no, it doesn’t. It 
just makes people play the fool more. How many marriages have 
been destroyed by someone who they met in a bar? People like to 
party in a bar and then they regret the next morning of what they 
did with some stranger (someone who they will never see again). 
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The people in bars are all playing a part; whether it’s the alcohol 
talking or not, no one is real.  It’s a big charade and everyone in 
there is out to play everyone else. It’s like a bunch of thieves seeing 
who can steal from the other thieves first. 

•  Rendering Men Ineffective
One of the effects of porn is to render men ineffective. Porn 
creates guilt and shame. Men feel the deep weight of this shame 
when they watch porn, and therefore become ineffective in doing 
good. Satan loves the tool of porn as he heaps guilt and shame 
upon men. Men are too busy getting more of their fill when they 
could be producing good works. And when they are “out in the 
real world” they are guilty for their secret private fantasies, thus 
rendering them useless for any good. For what kind of guilt-
ridden sinner would want to do good to women? He sees women 
as commodities to use. Jesus Christ, though, breaks through this 
kind of sinner and reveals his deep dark, depressed heart and 
offers forgiveness. Jesus doesn’t deny the chains; he acknowledges 
them and breaks them, thus setting men free. 

•  The Absence of Love
This culture has no faith in love. Look at their movies– murder 
and violence. Listen to their music– unfaithfulness and 
immorality. Read their books – salacious sin and godlessness. 
This culture has lost all faith in love. The thing is, this correlates 
to culture’s loss of faith in Jesus. They don’t believe in his person 
or ability. The funny thing is that Jesus is love. Is it any wonder 
why the world has no faith in love? Because they don’t have faith 
in Jesus. They blaspheme his name, spit on his commandments 
and ridicule His Word. They, therefore, reap a loveless life. The 
ability to give and receive love is a gift from God. Mock the Maker 
of it and you will not receive His gifts either (which ironically 
leads to more mocking). The fact is, all loves are found in Christ: 
love of God, love of self, love of your neighbor, love of nature. 
Take away love of God and you lose all loves. It’s not necessarily 
a punishment, it’s just how God works. He can’t go against His 
nature. And He created this world (and all its loves) in accordance 
with His nature.
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•  Lost Souls
The Sexual Revolution was a revolution to a person’s soul (not in a 
good way). How that “new” person acted sexually is what defined 
his “new” family, friends, neighbors, parents, etc. How they lived 
would also define their future family, friends, neighbors. The 
Sexual Revolution redefined everything (even if it didn’t seem to 
go past an  individual). The sin of one person affected everyone 
around him. The “revolution” of one sexually deviant individual 
affected the culture and generations to come. 

•  Not Enough Sex?
America is a perverted nation. Americans listen to music about 
sex, watch movies about sex, read magazines and books about 
sex. They talk about sex and they buy things at sex shops. They 
live out their sordid sexual fantasies. Consider a few facts: Every 
second, 30,000 people are viewing pornography.  12% of all 
websites are pornographic (over 24 million sites). 35% of all 
internet downloads are pornographic. 25% of all search engine 
requests are pornography related. Over 200,000 Americans are 
classified as pornography addicts (defined as spending more 
than 11 hours a week viewing it). It would almost seem like 
Americans are deprived of sex to want sex this much. But they 
aren’t! They are completely surrounded by sex everywhere they 
look, feel, touch, hear and smell! So why so much sex? They 
aren’t starving for it– that’s for sure! It is because sex is an idol 
to Americans. It is a pleasure-seeking culture. They lust after 
pleasure. they worship pleasure. They seek it in their own way 
apart from God. See, God isn’t against pleasure (He created sex), 
but He created it to be enjoyed a certain way (a covenantal one 
man, one woman marriage). Americans have taken that gift and 
have ditched the Gift-Giver’s instructions on how/when/who. 
They want to enjoy the gift by their own rules. And that has 
been disastrous to American culture. Because sex has become 
less satisfying, Americans have had to supplement their lack of 
pleasure with just more. All entertainment and social media, 
and everything imaginable, and yet, the pleasure of sex still 
eludes Americans. More doesn’t make it better. It isn’t quantity; 
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it’s quality. Sex, misused, has destroyed America. And America 
has sought to evangelize the world in its filth. Why do women 
listen to the sexual music that devalues women? Because they 
just want some sort of pleasure or feeling of being wanted. Why 
do men watch porno? Because they aren’t loved by any woman. 
Men and women are falling apart at the seams, just trying to feel 
valued in themselves, to feel pleasure. But they are going about 
it the wrong way. They are destroying the few relationships they 
do have in sacrifice to this god of sex. Sex without God destroys 
people. Unfortunately, that is not the message of Hollywood and 
Vegas and Cosmopolitan. But it is true. These outlets purport to 
be a cure to loneliness; they don’t even make a good bandage. All 
sexual media is in fact the virus; not the cure. God is the only cure 
to Americas’ sex addiction.

•  Lust Hurts God, Others and Yourself
Lust hurts others. You can think that lust is your own private little 
sin, but it is not. All sin hurts others. One of the people it hurts, 
is God. Your sin separates you from God, who wants to know you. 
You are also devaluing His name by devaluing a fellow human 
being who is made in His image. The other person you are hurting 
is the person herself. That woman is valuable beyond and above 
her body; to reduce her to her body is to reduce her whole person. 
The other person that you hurt is yourself. You don’t care enough 
about yourself to think on anything else. You are not just a body 
to be satisfied. You are also a human made in God’s image. Don’t 
reduce yourself to a body that needs to be fulfilled. Lust starts in 
the heart and pours out into how you treat women. If you stop it 
in your own heart, you will love God, love others and love yourself. 
If you don’t, lust will pour out into the world, (like all the other 
men do) and lead to  sexual perversions, adultery, pornography, 
sex-trafficking, strip clubs, brothels, etc. Lust takes you to the 
end of yourself, as you give yourself over to this god. Lust, once 
given over to it, will take everything you are. You will be reduced 
to a shell of a man, not valuing God, not valuing women and not 
valuing yourself. Lust is a brutal god; don’t serve it. Serve the true 
God and fight lust in your heart. “For all that is in the world, the 
lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is 
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not of the Father, but is of the world.” (1 John 2:16)

• Public Bodies
Sleazy men know that women who don’t cover their bodies 
in clothing are open to new men. They know that they aren’t 
faithful. But the man doesn’t care as long as he can get in on her 
unfaithfulness. Unfaithfulness  never gains. It only hurts the 
people involved and then spreads out to family, friends, neighbors 
until the whole country is unfaithful. Unfaithfulness in America 
is at an all-time high. And the things that people are faithful to 
(NFL, Netflix series, Starbucks, electric vehicles, diets, health, 
exercise) can never satisfy them. It’s a pathetic faithfulness to 
pathetic idols.

• Destroying Innocence
Everyday, there are 116,000 searches for “child pornography”. 
There is a sick market for this audience. Why do pornographers 
want to target children? It is because the pornographers’ 
innocence has been lost, so they seek to make children lose their 
innocence as well. They have no innocence left in them, and in 
fact, hate the concept of innocence, that they seek to eradicate 
it in others so that innocence is a foreign concept on the earth. 
Innocence is ridiculed, hated and despised by pornographers 
because it reminds them of something that they once had, 
something that they want but can never regain. It also reminds 
them of a holy, innocent God that they will have to answer to 
someday. Innocence is a picture of God whether it is found in 
children or any other human being; and the hatred of innocence 
shows the true origin of where it is coming from: Satan himself.

• No ROI
Women who expose their bodies to the world seek a return on 
investment (ROI). They aren’t just showing their bodies to the 
world for no reason. They want material gain, relationship gain, 
status gain, etc. They want a happier life, just like anyone. But they 
are going about it the wrong way. They are exposing their material 
body that will only attract attract men who are materialistically-
minded  (bodily and carnally). This, unfortunately, doesn’t lead 
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to happiness. Their sacrifice is in vain. Exposing oneself is a sign 
of weakness and some men prey on that kind of weakness. They 
go along with that woman’s little game of tease, just as long as 
they get what they want in the end. Unfortunately, a woman 
who doesn’t change her exposed body strategy, will see decades 
of broken relationships. A long string of failed relationships or 
one-night stands isn’t a sign of success; it’s a sign of failure, as 
her heart has been ripped to a million pieces. A woman’s body 
was never meant to be passed around to hundreds of men. It was 
meant to be treasured by that one man– her husband—solely for 
life.

• Valued Only For No Clothes On
Some men only see value in women with no clothes on them; they 
see no value if a woman is wearing clothes. That is how twisted 
and sick pornography has turned men’s minds into. The porno 
industry has put such a value on sex that men have lost touch of 
the value of women in and of themselves. For example, women are 
made in the image of God; they aren’t just sex objects to satisfy 
your every sexual desire. They are nurturers and loving creatures 
that make homes full of love. They are innately qualified to teach 
children right from wrong and raise up the next generation of 
leaders. They are designed to serve others with compassion. They 
are beautifully designed creatures – beauty that transcends just 
the sexual. Don’t let pornography destroy men’s souls. It destroys 
the value of women in men’s minds and in the meantime destroys 
men’s souls.

• Drug Pushers and Actors
To make porn, it takes a lot of drug addiction. It is a common 
thread among porn stars the drug abuse and alcoholism that 
goes along with creating dirty pornography. It takes a lot of 
numbing and mind-numbing drugs (like methamphetamines) to 
compensate for their acting out a sex scene. That should tell us 
something about the pornography. If it takes a girl doing speed 
and PCP to complete a sex scene, there is something majorly 
wrong with her career (and her soul). Every man and woman 
has a conscience. No amount of money can sear your conscience 
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completely. There is always a little voice inside you saying, 
“What you’re doing isn’t right”. A girl can choose to ignore her 
own conscience to her own damnation or she can say, “This isn’t 
right”, and walk out. God can and does save girls out of the porno 
industry all the time. But there are always more debased, crushed, 
lonely and poverty-stricken women in line to fill their vacant roles. 
As Christians, we must tell women that they  bear the image of 
God and are not for sale. Their actions should glorify God and 
any sexual activity should be reserved for marriage alone. Girls 
don’t know these absolutes and, instead, are being influenced 
by society’s ever-loosening of morals (the kind of morality that 
turns sex into a game and into a paycheck). There is a God and He 
designed sex not for entertainment, but for children and marriage.

• What It Takes To Make Child Pornography
Child pornography isn’t created in a vacuum. It takes an army 
of photographers, directors, producers, set designers, lighting, 
cameramen, rigging, interior designers, editors, technicians, 
transportation, caterers, kidnappers, coaches, abusers, managers, 
molesters, billing, accounts receivable, security, website designers, 
IT, marketing and more to produce this filth. A person who looks 
at this vile material is paying each of these people’s wages. Child 
pornography wouldn’t exist if there was no demand for it. It stops 
at the viewer. If there was no demand, then the pornographers 
could publish all they want, and there would be crickets in the 
audience. But because of the vile affections and lusts of sinful 
men and women, well, pornographers have a large customer base 
to please. The porno industry destroys billions of children a year 
so that billions of adults can destroy their souls. It is a sickening 
thing to think that if a person didn’t search for certain keywords 
on their internet, that billions of children could be free. But they 
won’t be. Because of sickening people who want to lust after this 
filth. How could anyone involved in this industry go home to their 
children, knowing they have destroyed someone else’s son or 
daughter? The porn industry would fall apart if it wasn’t catered to 
by all these different careers. Hell is the end result of people who 
have caused hell on earth for these children. God, have mercy on 
these poor children and judge all the people behind the industry, 
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especially the end-users who feed the army of pornographers.

• Men’s Christian Conferences Are Laughable
Whenever there is a Promise Keeper’s conference in town, the 
local hotels love it. Why? Because it is a common fact that the 
pornography watching audience in the hotel rooms skyrockets. 
More porno equals more money for hotels whenever a men’s 
Christian conference is in town. This is sickening. The world is 
excited because of Christian men’s lack of fidelity towards God or 
their wives. They worship their lusts more than God. This is what 
the world sees and they happy to play along. It is unfortunate 
that so many men that name the name of Christ is blaspheming 
His character by watching porno. Whenever I see a group of men 
worshiping God (with full outstretched arms, passion on their 
faces) I just want to laugh. Maybe it’s the cynic in me, but I know 
for a fact that half of those men are watching porno at home (those 
are the statistics). The hypocrisy is ridiculous and their feigning 
of worship is ridiculous. It’s a laughable scene of a group of men 
raising their hands in praise when it isn’t real. God sees right 
through their hypocrisy. Do they think He doesn’t? Who are they 
trying to impress? The world? (The world isn’t impressed but they 
like their hotel porno watching). God isn’t pleased. Porno is clearly 
men’s god; not the Lord. The numbers show it. There should be 
zero porno being watched when a men’s Christian conference is in 
town. That should be Christians’ witness to the world. In theory, 
hotels should hate when Christians book all the rooms (because 
of the lack of porno funds they would receive). Unfortunately, 
that is just the theory. Today, the hotels (and the world) see the 
Christians’ hypocrisy. They see that they are just as sinful as the 
rest of mankind. If the Christians have no faithfulness to God, why 
should anyone else? The hotels get the same porno kickbacks if it 
is a car show, a tech show, any show, including Christian men’s 
conferences. That is sickening. Christians should be holy in the 
sight of God and man. “I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: 
I hate the work of them that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.” 
(Proverbs 101:3) 

• Looking For Beauty
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If you get to the heart of why people look at pornography, they 
are in fact looking for beauty. They are looking for something real 
and true. They perhaps are even looking for love and to be loved. 
All of these virtues are not wrong in and of themselves, but these 
people are going about it a godless way. Porno is the opposite of 
love, truth and beauty. It is the corruption of those things. It is a 
deception by Satan to think that  porno will give you a glimpse of 
true beauty. Beauty and Truth were created by God. Satan twists 
beauty and truth to lure people in and then he kills them. “For 
she hath cast down many wounded: yea, many strong men have 
been slain by her. Her house is the way to hell, going down to the 
chambers of death.” ( Proverbs 7:26-27)

• Assembly Line Whores
The Sexual Revolution was simply a machine for creating whores. 
It’s nothing to be proud of if someone claims to be the result of 
the hippie generation. The Sexual Revolution created whores 
and whoremongers. It threw off restraint and went in search of 
the great unknown. Well, the whores and whoremongers are still 
trying to find the meaning of life. It turns out that their parents 
actually knew what they were talking about (“save your body for 
marriage”, “honor God with your body”, etc.) The Hippies are 
in denial but their “revolution” is one of the great epic fails of 
History. They thought they could throw off all restraint, all law, 
all morals, decency and tradition without consequences. The 
consequences, unfortunately are still happening today. One of 
the reasons today’s society is suffering is because of the Sexual 
Revolution. Again, the hippie whoremongers would never admit 
that today’s divorce rate, fatherless homes, adultery, LGBTism, 
poverty, social injustice and other problems of their so-called 
revolution. But they are. The Summer of Hate wasn’t done in a 
vacuum. It has spread its filth (and its legs) down through the 
generations. And those generations follow suit and ramp up the 
sin even more. It is sad and disheartening to think that all America 
must to do is repent and she could get back on track. “For this ye 
know, that no whoremonger, nor unclean person, nor covetous 
man, who is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of 
Christ and of God. (Ephesians 5:5)
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• Powerful, Not Casual
The world preaches a gospel that sex is a “casual” sport with 
no boundaries, but that is a lie. See, sexual intercourse isn’t 
casual. Giving your whole body, soul, heart and mind to someone 
isn’t casual. Sexual intercourse is about intimacy–not casual 
“whateverness”. There are two ways to look at sexual intimacy: 
it’s either the most intimate act a human can have or it’s the most 
useless. Important vs casual. Building the foundation or scattering 
sand on the beach. The giving of yourself or taking from someone 
else. Sexual intercourse is beautiful when kept within God’s 
design. It is horrible when it is outside His boundaries.

• Lovemaking in a Marriage
It’s amazing that once you eliminate pornography and 
masturbation from a marriage how much actual lovemaking a 
husband and wife do. Husbands and wives were meant to make 
love. A lot. That’s where children come from. Once you eliminate 
all outside influences, and a man and woman are faithful to each 
other, a lot of sexual intercourse will commence. This is how God 
designed it and it is good. Husbands and wives that follow God 
don’t need any ideas from man, for He will bless them. “Marriage 
is honorable in all, and the bed undefiled: but whoremongers and 
adulterers God will judge.” (Hebrews 13:4)

• Nation of Whores
A nation of whores benefits whores as they are free to live 
a sexually licentious life. A nation of whores also benefits 
whoremongers, adulterers, molesters and rapists. Free sex and 
abortion creates a nation of whores and all the evils that comes 
along with it. The abortion industry has helped create a culture of 
STDs, infidelity and broken homes. Whores and whoremongers 
will all be judged by God someday. “For without are dogs, and 
sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and 
whosoever loveth and maketh a lie.” (Revelation 22:15 )

• No Benefits
Pornography hurts people. That’s why it all must be destroyed. 
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There is not a single person in history that has ever benefited from 
pornography. It only harms. It only destroys. It reduces women 
to whores and men to lust filled cowards. A pornographic picture 
is created to bring out lust in someone’s heart; to lust after it. 
Pornography lights a fire in a person’s desire for something that 
he or she would not have. In other words, you are viewing or 
experiencing something that you should not have outside marriage 
(and in most cases you should not be experiencing at all, inside or 
outside marriage). It is forbidden viewing, forbidden experience 
and forbidden fruit. For some, the fact that porn is forbidden 
makes it all the more enticing (i.e. to go after something illegal). 
Let’s think about why it’s not allowed. The flame of passion was 
created to be only experienced in the context of a one man-one 
woman marriage. Take a flame that is meant to warm a house and 
then bring it to a dry forest and it becomes a wildfire, burning 
all in its path. A flame can create warmth, love, comfort or it can 
produce the opposite of those things–an uncontrollable fire that 
consumes all. Many have died in its wake, all the while thinking it 
was something they could control and “keep to themselves”. That 
flame, outside of a loving marriage, is uncontrollable. It burns 
homes and families to the ground. And it all starts with one little 
flame, one pornographic picture that you look at a little too long. A 
wildfire, as many know, does not stop until all is consumed. That 
is lust. It will not stop until the viewer is dead. “For by means of 
a whorish woman a man is brought to a piece of bread: and the 
adulteress will hunt for the precious life. Can a man take fire in his 
bosom, and his clothes not be burned? Can one go upon hot coals, 
and his feet not be burned? So he that goeth in to his neighbour’s 
wife; whosoever toucheth her shall not be innocent.”  (Proverbs 
6:26-29)

• Sexy Girl Industry
Imagine a young teenage girl who is trying to get her acting career 
going. One day, her agent offers her a part in a music video. She 
accepts. Later that week, during filming, the producer asks her 
to wear  a skimpy outfit and she is paid a very large sum. A week 
later, another project is brought to her by her talent agent– a 
small part in a movie. This part requires a partially nude scene. 
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Money is shoved in her face by the producer. She thinks about 
it and she does it. Now, continue this scenario down for a few 
years. Sex scenes, pornography shots, sleazy music videos– she 
does it all. She becomes accustomed to the money. The money 
seared her conscience to get her started in this sick business and 
the money is the continuing bait that lures her through each 
sick project. This young girl, once unknowingly naive about the 
entertainment industry, was huckstered into it by men. She told 
herself that she needed to be free and make money and be famous. 
She got all those things, but at the expense of her own soul. 
Powerful men still abuse women. And women fall for it. That is 
the saddest part of all. You know the freest women are the ones 
who would have never bought the lies? You know money isn’t 
everything? You know that being famous isn’t worth the cost of 
your own soul? This story has been played out millions of times in 
the entertainment industry. Men seem to always win and women 
seem to always lose. Women will continue to keep losing until they 
realize their infinite value in the sight of God.

• Not-Real Girls
There are plenty of advertisements and billboards for “fantasy 
showgirls” and “fantasy bars”. What is a fantasy? A fantasy is 
defined as something not real. In other words, what these strip 
bars are offering is something that is not real. Some proponents 
of strip bars would say that they are just “giving men what they 
want: their dreams.” I would argue that they are giving men 
something that is superficial, not real and fake. A man looking 
at a stranger’s naked body is a fake relationship. A woman was 
never meant to take her clothes off for strangers; only for her 
husband. It is a “fantasy” because it isn’t supposed to happen. It 
is a “fantasy” because people think they can break God’s Law and 
get away with it. There is nothing real that comes out of these 
strip bars. Men aren’t more loved when they walk out and neither 
are the strippers. The only real thing is the guilt and shame and 
damnation men and women reap on themselves.

• Strip Bars
There are two types of people in a strip bar: lonely men and lonely 
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women. The lonely women take their clothes off for the lonely 
men and at the end of the night, both parties are still lonely. This 
scenario could be stated a different way: inside a strip bar are two 
type of people: unloved men and unloved women. The unloved 
men feel they want some attention and the unloved women feel 
like they want attention. One gives up cash and conscience; the 
other gives up her clothes and conscience. It is a sad state of 
affairs for men and women to destroy their soul just to get some 
attention; just to feel “loved” for a second. At the end of the night, 
both parties are still unloved. What did those parties do but just 
entertain each other? The man goes home and is still unloved. 
The woman goes home and she is still unloved. The fact that they 
are unloved is what brought these two people together, but what 
good did it do? Unloved people don’t know how to love others. 
They are selfish, sinful people only using others for their own gain. 
(Probably because that’s all they’ve known in life as well). Strip 
bars will never satisfy anyone. They will never save anyone from 
a lonely life. They only perpetuate it and leave both parties with 
broken souls.

• Defenders of Porn
Anyone defending porn-watching is watching it. They defend it 
to hide their own shame. They have to say it is OK or else they 
would have to say they are sinning. They have to make God a 
liar rather than themselves. They have to call good evil and evil 
good. Pornography destroys marriages, consciences, souls and 
lives. How is that a positive experience? Look at the fruit of 
pornography. Do you think these destroyed lives just happened, 
unrelated to the lust of pornography? Give me a break. All these 
guilty people are experiencing something that they shouldn’t be. 
They should be happy and joyful but instead they are miserable. 
Those negative feelings are wrong according to porn supporters. 
God’s Word says differently. I think the guilt is real and God’s 
opinion of porn (lust) is real. “Woe unto them that call evil good, 
and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; 
that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!” (Isaiah 5:20)

• High View of Sex
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Christians have a high view of sex, whereas the world has a low 
view of it. What does that mean. Well, it means that the world 
thinks that sex can be done by anyone at any age, anyway they 
want with whomever, of any age, any way they want. Christians 
don’t believe that. They believe there are limits to sex. Limits 
by age and actions and only between male and female. Sex is 
sacred, only to be done in a marriage setting. Sex is holy and 
created by God, who also is holy. Our actions in sex should reflect 
His holiness and glory as 1 Peter 1:16b says, “Be ye holy; for I 
am holy.” To open up sex to just anyone and multiple partners 
is to cheapen it. That is what the world holds to: a low view of 
sex where there is nothing special to it or any limits by which it 
may be done. Which view do you hold to? A biblical/high view 
of sex or a worldly/low view of sex? Is it just casual; no big deal 
or is it sacred and holy? Is sex an anytime/anywhere/anybody/
anything kind of thing? Or is it a holy act designed by God to build 
marriages and glorify God? If sex isn’t rooted in God then it isn’t 
needed. If it isn’t rooted in love it is useless. Just look at today’s 
society; it’s the low view of sex that has the world destroyed right 
now: LGBTs, porno, abortion, adultery, divorce, hookup culture, 
etc. Sex, divorced from God, makes it just an emotionless mating 
act. Sex, without love, makes humans just like the animals. 
Animals don’t love; they mate. Love is rooted in God and without 
God (who is the incarnation of Love) there is no sex that means 
anything. A futile entertainment, short-term view of sex is what 
the world treats sex as. 

• Porno For the Ears
Most modern “love” songs are simply porno for the ears. Today’s 
music describes people fornicating and using others solely for 
sexual pleasure. If a culture listens to “love” songs like this (or rap 
songs like this), is it any wonder why the culture seeks out this 
same kind of “pleasure”? The music industry sells their music by 
the use of sex, but they never sell their music by the consequences 
of their immoral sexual actions: divorce, loneliness, depression, 
guilt, damnation from God.

• A Lonely Culture
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The rise of porn is the sign of a very lonely culture. It is the mark 
of a society that is depraved of real, true love. It is a culture willed 
with the escapism of sex divorced from any real love. 

• Slow, Painful Death
If you keep pornography in your house, then you might as well 
take TNT to it and blow up your home. Because that is what you 
are doing to your own soul and your spouse’s and children’s souls. 
Pornography takes all that is good in the world  and destroys it. 
Consider the fact that pornography use increases marital infidelity 
by more than 300%. Marriages need pornography like it needs 
a noose. Spouses need pornography like they need a bullet to 
the head. Children need pornography like a knife in the back. 
Pornography is the definition of death; a slow, painful death for 
that person’s innocence and their family’s innocence. Did you 
realize that 40% of “sex addicts” lose their spouses? 58% porn 
addicts suffer considerable financial losses and 33% lose their 
jobs. It is a horrific, agonizing death as a person’s conscience 
is slowly suffocated by the pillow of pornography. Or, imagine 
someone being buried alive. That is a soul’s outcome when it 
continually watches sexual filth. Turn from all porn or it will cost 
your soul. “To deliver thee from the strange woman, even from 
the stranger which flattereth with her words; Which forsaketh the 
guide of her youth, and forgetteth the covenant of her God. For 
her house inclineth unto death, and her paths unto the dead. None 
that go unto her return again, neither take they hold of the paths 
of life.” (Proverbs 2:16-19)

• Our Children Are At Risk
Sex slavery is another evil that is here to attack this world (and our 
children). Along with the LGBT movement and abortion, children 
again are being resigned to bodies. Sex slavery reduces people to 
flesh and bone. Children aren’t appreciated for their precious soul, 
heart, mind and being made in God’s image. Satan loves enslaving 
people by sex slavery. He wins every time a child (made in His 
image) is controlled, raped, molested and abused. Satan can’t get 
at the Almighty, so He is here to destroy His image. It is a sick 
thing to read about children enslaved for other’s sick pleasures. 
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Children’s innocence is ripped away for a piece of bread. How 
will this evil end? Only by the church. The Church must stand up 
and stop this worldwide evil. Consider this: 30-40million Chinese 
men are driving the sex slave trade. Why? Because sex-selective 
abortions took all the females out of their country. They will never 
marry. They will never have children. They can only “entertain” 
themselves with prostitutes and slaves. The demand for fresh 
meat is there. The demand is already here in America, too. The 
entertainment industry has made sure of that. Our children are at 
risk. Who will protect them? How will the Church stop this evil?

• Lewdmerica
When people aren’t committing lewd acts they are watching them. 
Consider the fact that every 30 minutes, a porn film is made in 
America. America is a lewd culture, devoid of innocence, justice, 
righteousness and holiness. They love their filth. They love their 
sin. They make art in their image. Their art/music/movies is a 
reflection of who Americans are. America deserves to be judged by 
God for their lewd acts.

• Unhappy and Free
Rarely will you find a free woman who is happy. And what I mean 
by “free” is sexually free. Women who are in “open relationships” 
and not committed to any man are rarely happy. You can see 
it on their faces that their lifestyle isn’t what it is cracked up to 
be. A bunch of segregated, sexual encounters does not equal 
happiness. These women are lonely. Their unhappiness is the fruit 
of a sexually free and deviant lifestyle. Their sexual freedom has 
become sexual tyranny.

• Target Whoredom
Has anyone ever considered the problem of rape in this society 
as, say, Target. That’s right. Target, the retail store. Go into any 
Target, as I was today to pick up a prescription, and you are 
greeted with sexual imagery right away: jeans on women’s’ butts, 
lingerie in the aisles, women with just their undergarments in 
large posters. Then, if you were to continue walking past the 
makeup section, sexualized women are on big end-caps, alluring 
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all walker-bys with their eyes, hair, lips and bodies. And, when it 
is time to check out, you have women with hardly any clothing on 
the covers of many a magazine. And the media has the audacity to 
ask, “Why are there so many sexual assaults against women?” Are 
they serious? They bombard men and boys with sexual imagery 
of women all day long and they expect them to just take it and 
not take action? Now, I’m not condoning rape by any means (nor 
am I negating personal responsibility), but the visual culture we 
live in needs to take responsibility! I don’t want my sons looking 
at this pornographic imagery going into a Target! I turn my head 
away when I see that filth in all their halftone glory. How many 
men and boys do not turn away? Target (and other stores like it) 
are responsible for rape, sexual assault and the molestation of 
young women. They like to say that their imagery isn’t “that bad”. 
Well, it isn’t good either. And the fruit of that imagery can be seen 
in the culture of sex we live in. “Oh, it’s good for business”. No 
amount of money is worth having America’s daughters raped and 
killed for corporations to make a buck. Ask any woman, “How 
does it feel to shop at a store that treats women as commodities 
for sale?” Most women wouldn’t even know how to answer, 
because they don’t understand their own value. Most women are 
fine being defined as sluts for the public. Most women think that 
advertising is attractive and that they want to “be like that”. And 
that “there’s nothing wrong with it”. Well, there is a lot wrong 
with it. Everything I write or talk to people about is about showing 
people that they are made in God’s image and that image needs 
to be protected and respected. Unfortunately, stores like Target 
don’t care about women’s design, purpose and image from God; 
they just want their breasts and bodies in people’s faces to make 
a buck. This is the sign of a sick culture of death. The news stories 
of rape and murder and sex trafficking are the result of stores like 
Target’s advertising products. 

2019

• Commitment Deserves Milestones
Those in “open” relationships are not committed to anyone. 
Because of their lack of commitment, they also have no milestones 
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to celebrate. An anniversary date to a married couple is a very 
important date. It is a another milestone–a birthday of their 
marriage. Unmarried people have no such milestone. When they 
started in a relationship and continued in it is one globular gray 
area. No dates or items. No facts and figures. It is a seamless, 
continuous and never sure relationship. As quickly as it started 
is as quickly as it can dissipate. Marriage between two loving 
people is quite the opposite. There are dates and times. There 
is commitment. There is the adventure of growing up together. 
There is the experience of one spouse for life to have all your 
adventures with.

• Cheaters Cheat
Happiness. That is the reason people want “free sex”. Happiness is 
why they ridicule being faithfulness to a spouse. Free relationships 
are a cheater’s paradise. There is no shortcut to happiness. It takes 
hard work, dedication, faith, love and grace. The culture doesn’t 
understand that as they only want their thrills in the moment, all 
the while leaving a wake of broken hearts behind them. The love 
of being untrue and deceptive has produced this culture of broken 
marriages, broken families and broken relationships.

• Prostituting Themselves
A prostitute is a woman who has given her body to others for 
something other than love. It doesn’t have to be riches. It can 
be materialism, adventure, escape, vengeance, etc. A woman 
who gives her body over to others, sexually, is a prostitute if love 
is not the reason. Women can use their bodies as a bartering 
tool to get something down the line. They can treat their own 
bodies as commodities. Is it any wonder why Hollywood and 
the entertainment industry also treats women as commodities? 
Women are made in God’s image. Their beauty was never meant 
to be sold to make a living or take things from others. Prostitutes 
look at their sexuality as an investment strategy: put in a little and 
gain much more in the end. What they don’t realize is that they are 
destroying their own souls in the process. They become bitter and 
dead inside because their promised dreams of happiness are never 
attained by their immoral acts. Such sacrifice never produces the 
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goals they had in mind. God’s Word provides the means by which 
women should use their beauty and their bodies.

• All the Good Ones are Taken
Fornicating women often lament about men that “all the good 
ones are taken”. Yes, that is true. All the good ones are taken. All 
the fornicating/lying/cheating ones are all that’s left. That goes 
for the fornicating woman who thinks that she is a “good person” 
and just wants a “good man”. Baloney. She isn’t a good person and 
doesn’t deserve a good man. All the good men saw her and ran for 
the hills.

• Destroyer of Worlds
Pornography takes away everything beautiful, innocent, 
mysterious, and loving in the world. It takes away the wonder. 
It takes away the excitement of a loving, tender, self-sacrificing 
relationship and replaces it with a vast darkness and loneliness. 
This is what the culture strives for. Instead of escaping their 
darkness they only get more. Instead of escaping their lonely lives, 
they only get more loneliness.

• Nothing Else But Sex?
If you have to have sex early on in a new relationship, there is 
something seriously wrong. See, getting to know someone means 
you are getting to talk about everything and experience everything 
together. Sex should be nowhere in that equation. Discovering the 
world, food, art, parks, nature, shopping, family, parties, dinners, 
lunches, cooking, creativity, writing, poetry– sex shouldn’t even 
be part of the equation at this point. Two souls should be wanting 
to know their likes and dislikes, their heritage, their thoughts and 
opinions. To go straight into sexual intercourse on the third date 
(or before) is to pull the trigger on something that never should 
have happened that early. Once that happens, the two souls are 
now one. And they know absolutely nothing important about the 
other. Oh, they have copulated like farm animals; they don’t know 
anything relevant to the other person. And, to think this is what 
society pushes for (to not know the other person) is sickening. 
Society wants easy sex; not a relationship. They want hate; not 
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love. They want copulation; not making love. On the other hand, 
to wait for sex until marriage vows are completed is God’s perfect 
plan for two souls.

• Doing Her Own Thing
No man wants a rebellious woman as a wife. Rebellion and 
relationship are contradictory terms. A woman who wants 
to “do her own thing”and “be free” is not compatible with a 
loving, husband-wife relationship. No man wants a wife like 
this. Freedom, by definition, is contradictory to love found in a 
relationship. A relationship must bend to the others’ needs; not 
assert one’s autonomy. This is how God made love; two people 
coming together, giving up their freedom, to love one another.

• Free Love
Free love ,unfortunately, is about the hatred of fidelity. It is just 
for isolated moments of “intimacy” with strangers. Whereas true 
intimacy is a result of a man and woman who truly know each 
other. Intimacy is a result of love; not a first cause. “Free love” 
always results in a dead heart for someone. Why? Because there 
is no relationship there. No commitment. No faithfulness. No 
fidelity. What all these qualities have in common (commitment, 
faithfulness, truthfulness, patience, relationship, fidelity) is that 
they are all qualities of God. To dismiss those qualities in others 
and in yourself is to dismiss God’s design for us as people. The 
free love people don’t just dismiss God’s ideas of faithfulness; they 
hate those ideas. Their ways lead to death (death of one’s heart, 
soul, mind and strength and physical death). God’s ways lead to 
life: a living, breathing, growing, life-long relationship of faithful 
love with understanding and intimacy with your spouse. The 
alternatives offer none of those things. You choose.

• Gotta Catch ‘Em All
Those who want to be on the search for love are really on 
the search for heartache. Rather than finding love in new 
relationships, hurt, pain and loss are found. Gotta catch all the 
sin and hurt you can. That wasn’t the original intention of one’s 
journey to finding love, but that is what it ends up being. Love 
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without commitment is only lust. Lust cannot be the foundation of 
any relationship. That relationship will only hurt you. You cannot 
be joined to a uncommitted people and them not burn you.

• Objectified Women
Women who support pornography are supporting the demise of 
their own sex. Porno turns women into objects. Once objects, they 
can be abused, sold and traded for. Pornography today is about 
the abusing and doing violence towards women. The consumption 
of porno isn’t “harmless fun” as some would call it. Porno is 
precise, calculated violence towards women. It actually is designed 
to destroy women; not just their bodies but their spirits. Any 
woman who doesn’t care that this kind of entertainment exists is 
destroying other females. As opposed to the world’s opinion of 
women, the Bible says Women are made in the image of God and 
are to be treated as such. Men who watch porno will act out their 
viewings and will physically abuse the women in their lives. Porno 
creates more abusers. Christianity lifts women out of the objective 
and into the glorious design God has made for them. Those who 
are for pornography are actually against Christianity. They are two 
opposing forces. I find it interesting that opponents to Christianity 
will say that that the Christian religion treats women as objects 
when it is actually they (and those who value porn) who turn 
women into objects. “So God created man in his own image, in the 
image of God created he him; male and female created he them.” 
(Genesis 1:27 )

• American Women
American women will collectively be judged by how they dressed 
and lured men to lust. American men will be collectively judged by 
how they lusted after women. See, America doesn’t exist in some 
sort of vacuum. America is made up of a peculiar kind of people. 
In the Old Testament, Israel was judged collectively (as well as 
individually). America thinks judgment is only on individuals 
rather than the whole group. But that isn’t true. God judges as 
groups and individuals. America would do well to start loving their 
neighbor as themselves and valuing all people.
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• Irresponsible and Free
Having sex outside of marriage is irresponsible because a child 
will, most likely, be the result. Raising a child is not an easy task. 
Raising a child is even more difficult as a single person. Why 
would anyone believe in the lie of “free sex” if it could lead to the 
responsible parenting scenario? People must be responsible with 
their bodies and their feelings of love. But free sex adherents don’t 
want to be responsible (which leads to the abandoning of children 
to foster care or the murdering of children in the womb). 

• Free Porn?
There is no such thing as “free” porn. It always costs your soul. 
People who watch porn online (that doesn’t cost anything) are 
still paying a price with their very soul, each time they watch it. 
Besides that price, they are also paying the price of their heart and 
brain long after those images have been played. Porn always costs 
and the price is a person’s soul. Sexuality was not meant to be 
enjoyed outside of a marriage context. Porn is not a very forgiving 
idol. It takes no prisoners. 

• Devouring Families
Pornography is destroying teenagers, which in turn, are 
destroying families. Porn is a devourer of families as it pits good 
parents against evil teenagers. It doesn’t pit bad parents against 
evil teenagers because they are all just watching the same filth. 
But for the parents who care about their children’s addiction 
to pornography, it can tear a family apart. That is one of the 
consequences that the porn industry doesn’t care about. They 
don’t care what families are destroyed just as long as they get their 
money. The porn industry is as anti-American as it is anti-family. 

• Fantasyland Doesn’t Live Up To Reality
Pornography makes people miss the beauty right in front of 
them. Pornography brainwashes people into thinking that other 
people are just there for their sexual enjoyment. But people aren’t 
there for “your”enjoyment. They are made in the image of God. 
Pornography doesn’t care about demeaning God’s creation of man 
and woman. Porn addicts miss the beauty in men and women that 
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is right in front of them. They want to retreat to their own little 
fantasy land where people are just bodies to satisfy “you”. 

• Women don’t want sex all day long. And, actually, men don’t 
either. The sex all day long fantasy that porno portrays is simply 
unrealistic and unimaginative. 

• Women’s Dignity vs Porn
If you are for women’s rights, you would be against pornography. 
There is nothing more degrading than a woman selling her body to 
film pornography. Women weren’t designed to be whores for hire. 
They are made in God’s image. Porn wants all women (on and off 
the screen) to be bodies for hire. Women’s rights and women’s 
dignity and God’s Word are all opposed to that kind of thinking.

• Yahoo’s Breasts
If you click on the Yahoo homepage, you’re going to see women’s 
breasts. There is no doubt about that. If you visit MSN, you’re 
going to see half-naked women. If you go on Facebook, you’re 
going to see fornication and pornography. This is the world we live 
in. Christians have no business on these sites. These companies 
know that if they flash an actress in a swimsuit or lingerie or 
revealing dress that audiences will inevitably look and stay longer. 
That is what these companies desire. They use whores to attract 
viewers to stay longer. The whore in the swimsuit is just the bait 
for the ads. The lingerie model is just the hook for you to create a 
user profile on. Don’t fall for it. When you click out of Yahoo Mail, 
for instance, you know breasts and sexual imagery are going to 
be shown, so shut it down before it even gets in your head; so it 
doesn’t even have a chance.

• The Quicksand Revolution
The Sexual Revolution is a failed experiment. 60 years of failure 
and yet society still keeps trying to put Band-Aids and crutches 
on this corpse. The Revolution is dead. It is time to revolutionize 
society back to Christian principles that actually worked. The 
Sexual Revolution has not and will not make happier people. 
The STDs since the revolution have gone from a handful to 
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over 25 different classes. Is this progress? The divorce rate 
has skyrocketed. 65 million babies in the dumpster. Marriages 
have been destroyed. And, the homosexuals have gained the 
ascendancy. God’s design has been mocked in our culture and 
Satan has been sacrificed to instead, by the worship of fornication. 
This god of sex must be destroyed, as he is a pretender to God’s 
throne and must be dethroned. These seekers of pleasure have 
run out of pleasure. The revolution is bankrupt. No good fruit has 
come of it. It has only reaped more unfaithfulness, dishonesty, 
corruptness and murder that has spilled into other areas like 
business, politics, media and the arts. It is a laughable revolution. 
It has promised so much and has left people wanting for more. 
60 years later, people are still starving for some satisfaction, 
some purpose in life. They have lived free and they are miserable. 
God laughs at the ungodly (Psalm 2:4). His laws mock those who 
rebel against Him. He is the Authority. The God who made all 
things should know how we should order our lives. But mankind, 
in his 0h-so-infinite wisdom, thinks that he knows better than 
God. He is “tired” of the same old “don’t tell me what to do” from 
the Bible. Man wants to invent new things and try new, exciting 
things! Except they never work out. (After six decades of failed 
experimentation upon billions of people, one would think that at 
least some positive results would happen). Do you think God gives 
us His law because He has nothing else to do? Do you think He 
is trying to keep us trapped by “not having fun”? He gives us His 
law as a present–a gift–to protect us. He know that our ideas will 
land us in the quicksand, and then we will try to get out on our 
own merits (but only sink deeper). His Law is a fence to protect us 
from the quicksand. The sexual revolutionaries are still stuck in 
the quicksand, trying to get out but have not succeeded.

• Serial Fornicators
Sometimes I just want to ask women who fornicate with multiple 
men, “Did you think any of these guys loved you?” The truth 
is, love stays. Love lasts. Love doesn’t hop from one person to 
the other, leaving a trail of abused and used people. Love isn’t 
fornication. Love is commitment to a person who says they will 
love you for the rest of your life. It is only in that context that 
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sexual intercourse was designed. Any other application of this 
design is fornication. If it was love, then these women would still 
be with the same man, married. But, unfortunately, that is not the 
case.

• Walkways of Today’s women
Most women, throughout history, wanted to walk down an aisle 
to get married. Unfortunately, that is no longer the case. Today’s 
women walk the short sidewalk up to a coffee shop to “know” 
someone. Later they walk up the driveway to their home in order 
to fornicate. Lastly, they walk the hallway of death to abort their 
babies.

• The Lying Face of Evil
Billboard signs for strip clubs usually show women with seductive, 
facial expressions. As if they are too good for you. It is all a lie. If a 
person offers them enough money, their body is at the customer’s 
disposal. They are not too good for you. They want your money. 
They will show their body to anyone with a few bucks in their 
pocket. The marketing for strip clubs is “fantasy” girls, as if these 
kinds of girls are hard to come by, rare and unique (when in fact, 
they are a dime a dozen). The women’s facial expressions on the 
billboards are meant to portray that beautiful women are hard to 
come by (“But we have them here!”) It is all a lie. The strip clubs 
hire prostitutes. They are not hard to come by.

• That Came From Someone’s Mind?
It is hard to imagine, that any pornographic novel actually came 
from someone’s perverted mind. Like, they actually thought 
it, typed it, submitted it to a publisher, the publisher actually 
published it and marketed it and customers actually bought that 
filth so they could experience the same filth in their mind as the 
author. Same goes for pornographic movies or music. Someone 
actually wrote a script (or lyrics) by typing it out and went through 
the whole process to get it in front of a depraved audience. They 
used their hands and feet and talent and brains to produce some 
filth, market the filth, spread the filth to others so they could reap 
the benefits. God will judge all those who glorify fornication for 
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monetary gain. 

• Paul rebukes a sexual sin in 1 Corinthians 5:1-8: “It is reported 
commonly that there is fornication among you, and such 
fornication as is not so much as named among the Gentiles, that 
one should have his father’s wife. And ye are puffed up, and have 
not rather mourned, that he that hath done this deed might be 
taken away from among you. For I verily, as absent in body, but 
present in spirit, have judged already, as though I were present, 
concerning him that hath so done this deed, In the name of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, when ye are gathered together, and my spirit, 
with the power of our Lord Jesus Christ, To deliver such an one 
unto Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may 
be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus. Your glorying is not good. 
Know ye not that a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump? Purge 
out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as ye 
are unleavened. For even Christ our passover is sacrificed for us: 
Therefore let us keep the feast, not with old leaven, neither with 
the leaven of malice and wickedness; but with the unleavened 
bread of sincerity and truth.” This sexual sin was grievous not 
only to the parties involved but to the whole church. He says to 
deliver that sexual sinner to Satan “for the destruction of the 
flesh”. He also tells them to “purge out the old leaven”. These are 
harsh words but needed words. This advice, though specific to 
this certain sexual sin, can and should be applied to all sexual sin 
(masturbation, pornography, adultery, homosexuality, LGBTism, 
etc.) The local church shouldn’t allow itself to be corrupted by 
such people and practices. The Church is to be holy apart from the 
world. Loving these sexual sinners means “delivering such a one 
unto Satan for the destruction of the flesh.” For what purpose? 
“That the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus.” The 
church should love sinners, but not when there is no repentance 
of their actions; no change of heart. The Church is imperfect 
but it doesn’t need unrepentant, imperfect people corrupting it 
even more. Sexual sin is serious to God and to Paul, hence this 
harsh rebuke. And, obviously the rebuke worked because in 2 
Corinthians, Paul says, “Wherefore I beseech you that ye would 
confirm your love toward him. For to this end also did I write, 
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that I might know the proof of you, whether ye be obedient in 
all things. To whom ye forgive any thing, I forgive also: for if I 
forgave any thing, to whom I forgave it, for your sakes forgave I 
it in the person of Christ; Lest Satan should get an advantage of 
us: for we are not ignorant of his devices.” (2 Corinthians 2:8-11) 
The Church did forgive this sinner. They welcomed him back into 
the church. Paul, by extension, did the same. And so did God. God 
forgives sin. Sin shouldn’t be affirmed; it should be tossed out of 
the Church. The Church is to be a shining light of holiness to the 
world; not a microcosm of “lesser sin”. The tossing out, at least in 
this case, worked towards this young man’s repentance.

• No Future in Mind
Adulterers don’t appreciate what they have. They have no concept 
of a future. Carnal feelings in the moment fail in the long run. 
Adulterers can’t build a future on unfaithfulness to their spouse, 
their current adulteress, or any future adulteresses. Like Esau, 
they are willing to trade their birthright for a bowl of lentils. 
(Genesis 25:34)

• A Lesson in Abusing Women
Pornography teaches men how to use their strength and power to 
overpower women. It gives men ideas how to mistreat, abuse and 
disrespect women. Pornography is designed to empower men; 
to make them their full evil potential. However, real power is in 
loving a woman; not abusing her sexually or overpowering her. 
Pornography makes men feel strong, respected and powerful. And 
women are paid by men to create the filth of pornography. And the 
women actresses who do so are traitors to their own sex.

• Little Girls in Danger
This world is not safe for any little girl. It’s dangerous for any 
parent’s daughter. That is because of pornography. Pornography 
has created generations of men who prey on young girls. 
Pornography has destroyed many young girls’ lives, bodies and 
spirits by molesters, rapists and monsters. This world is already 
unsafe for our young girls. The last thing we need is something we 
can control. All porn should be illegal, with jail time and fines for 
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those who use it. Women and girls are suffering because of it. Men 
and boys cannot be trusted anyways. Why are we allowing this 
filth to condition them further into depravity?

• Free-flowing Molesters
In a land of free-flowing pornography, it should be no surprise as 
to the free-flowing molesters, rapists and murderers. Pornography 
is a teacher that is teaching this culture how to act. Pornography 
is one of the few voices that people actually listen to, take notes, 
practice, test and do a final exam on.

• The Most Vulnerable
Pornography puts the weakest members of a society at risk: 
women and children. Pornography was designed by men for men 
(though that is no longer the case). Men created disgusting images 
of debauchery to turn their fantasies into “reality”. That “reality” 
though has, over the years become the true reality of millions of 
abused children and women. Whether prostitutes, sex enslaved 
children, strippers, or more, it all stemmed from pornography. 
Pornography has devalued the weakest of society, defining 
people’s only value as pieces of meat. Harmless pornography 
is an oxymoron. Anything consumed is going to come back out 
somehow.

• Devaluing Women
When a man consumes pornography, he is consuming something 
that feeds his basest desires. He is feeding a disrespect of women. 
See, disrespect of women have always been in men’s heads 
(since the fall of mankind in Genesis 3). Pornography takes that 
disrespect (an unloving attitude) towards women and amplifies 
a million times over. It’s this attitudes that says, “Well, since no 
real woman will do what I want sexually, I will turn to fake women 
who will do it for me.” This is the objectification of women that 
says, “Women are only as good as their bodies”. It turns women 
into materialistic merchandise, to be bought and sold; used and 
abused. When women become just bodies, they can be discarded 
as easily as a worn-out sweater. When women become bodies, 
their souls are ignored. Their true value–being made in God’s 
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image–is destroyed. In a man’s quest to find pleasure in only 
women’s sexuality, he finds neither pleasure in women’s body 
or spirit. It’s ironic, that the lust of women’s bodies turn out to 
be unsatisfying. Because to get to the lusting of women’s bodies, 
one has to ignore their true value (their spirit). In addition, 
pornography doesn’t just devalue the woman in the photo; it 
devalues the viewer. A man has lost sight of his own value when 
he consumes pornography. He destroys his life, the woman in the 
picture and other lives around him. The woman in the picture 
didn’t feel valued and is being viewed by men who don’t feel value 
and they go out and hurt others as if they also don’t have value. 
The producer and the audience are co-conspirators of this culture 
of devaluing people.

• The World is Dangerous
Legal pornography has created a world where no one is safe. 
Pornography has helped people not trust their neighbor, 
as everyone is a potential rape victim (not just children). 
Children are the victims of pornography as it robs them of their 
innocence, imagination and childhood. Women are the victims 
of pornography as they are objectified. Men are the victims of 
pornography as their souls are destroyed. Pornography has left a 
trail of destruction in its wake.

• Hypocrites’ Greatest Challenge
If an actor can fake the most intimate of acts on screen (sexual 
intercourse), he is considered a good actor, worthy of an Academy 
Award. If an actress can fake that she is being intimate with 
another actor, she is considered a good actress. It is almost as if 
manufacturing a sex scene is seen as a challenge to those in the 
acting industry. If they can fake the most real act between two 
people, then they can fake anything. Hollywood is the breeding 
ground for fakes. They fake intimacy on screen and in real life 
(i.e. short-lived marriages). They don’t live in the real world. They 
produce a falsified world that the rest of us are “just supposed 
to believe”. Their hypocrisy is sickening. They have taken God’s 
gift–his most intimate gift to a married man and woman–and 
corrupted it for entertainment purposes. It is repulsive. God will 
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judge all corrupters of His design.

• Murdering Women
On May 14, 2018, Fingal, Ireland, 14-year old Ana Kriegel 
was brutally murdered by two boys who consumed violent 
pornography. This is the end result of pornography. There is no 
“soft porn” or “hardcore porn”. It is all disrespect of women that 
leads to violent murders like this. Any media that sees women 
as pieces of meat will likewise embolden men to treat women 
as pieces of meat. Porn is the problem. It isn’t freeing. It is 
destructive to mens’ souls which leads to destruction of women’s 
bodies.

• Me Too Bandwagon
Basically, the “me too” fad has gotten out of control. If you are a 
male, you are in danger of being the target of the very wealthy and 
prolific “Me Too” movement. I’m not denying that pornographic 
sexual acts happen in Hollywood. I think it has become a cash 
grab for many females. It is like they won the lottery when they 
realized they could attack innocent men in Hollywood.

• There is so much more to life than rebelling against your own 
sexuality. You were made for more than sin against the Almighty.

• Bodies With Holes
America is saturated in deviant-sex saturated talk. It is drenched 
in it, as if nothing else matters in life than satisfying your body. 
That is the clincher: true intimate sexuality is out for the other 
person’s pleasure; not your own. It is all about doing something 
new, different, original, shocking. Movies and music and the 
porno industry are at their wit’s end because they cannot find 
anything new, different and original. It has all been done before. 
Everyone is copying each other, not in love, but in hate. Everyone 
is simply using others’ bodies in a fit of hatred towards them. 
People are just bodies with holes to these sickos. This way of 
thinking is completely materialistic; the concept of a soul inside a 
body, or made in God’s image, is nowhere to be found. Orgasm at 
whatever cost– even if it hurts and kills another person– is worth 
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it to these sadistic maniacs. 

• Never-ending Journey to the Abyss
The porn industry is huge, not because they keep providing 
answers, but because they keep posing questions. The industry 
caters to porn addicts on a search for the ultimate sexual 
experience. Unfortunately, they will never find it. The porn 
industry knows this as they are considered the industry leader 
in sex. The industry’s media fail addicts hearts again and again. 
Just when a porn addict thinks he has the answer, boom, it slips 
right through his fingers and off he goes on another quest; a 
journey into more depravity. Porn addicts want beauty, respect, 
joy and love. For some reason, they think they will find it in Big 
Porn’s endless media. But they never will. In fact, they are setting 
themselves up for failure in ever finding true love and intimacy. 

• Painful Porn
All porn actors should be prosecuted under the full extent of 
the law. Any actor or actress whose name is credited on a TV 
show, Netflix series or porn video should be heavily fined and if 
infractions continue, be thrown in jail for producing lewd material 
for mass consumption. If they want to destroy marriages, families, 
children, teens, people’s hearts and souls. . . then they should feel 
it with the full weight of the law from the government. If you cause 
pain, you will experience pain as well.

• Just Bodies to Them
Adultery isn’t just the dissolution of a marriage; it is the 
dissolution of love. Adultery is the exact opposite of love, as 
each person seeks another person in a fit of lust. They seek the 
other person’s body, to use it for their own benefit, marriage 
withstanding. Unfortunately, lust, in two adulterous hearts, is 
more powerful than the love and commitment in a marriage vow. 
Vows and love and commitment must all make way for lust and 
temporal pleasures of using another person’s body. Adulterers 
only think in the present; they care nothing for the future or their 
family’s future. They only exist for this one moment. They think 
adultery will be a defining moment for them. Well, it will be, just 
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not in the way they think. It will define all the ugly sin and the 
blackness of their own heart as they sought their own good and 
not the good of others. It will define their depravity as they have 
stepped into the world of hell.

• Keeping Up With Free Porn
Cable shows are now blatantly producing pornography. Why? 
Well, the demand is there. But they also have to compete with 
their competitors. Think about it: Snapchat and other social media 
platforms and apps have cut into their business of soft-porn. 
Now, Big Media has to produce hard-core porn to retain their 
customers. (If someone is going to be paying for cable, it better 
be “the best porn out there”.) People are getting porn for free on 
their smartphones every minute of the day. Cable TV is in its final 
days. They have to produce the most debased shows to try to keep 
their customers. Pornography is a sign of a desperate culture; a 
hopeless culture. 

• Consumable Bodies
Porn only values people for their bodies. It devalues the rest of 
them (their heart, soul, mind, personality, etc.). It is a completely 
devilish philosophy to view people as just bodies and molecules 
to satisfy one’s darkest desires. This is the end of Western 
civilization. When people don’t value each other, they don’t value 
themselves. Western civilization will crumble on that kind of 
foundation. Millions of years of pornography are being consumed 
each year. If people are watching this filth rather than investing 
in their businesses, jobs, families, children, education, churches, 
America will crumble. Pornography actually doesn’t build up 
anything. It takes people’s souls away and makes them numb and 
useless when they aren’t looking at porn. Pornography actually 
doesn’t produce anything worthwhile (why America was set up in 
the first place).

• Civilized vs Porn
Pornography doesn’t just hurt people; it hurts those around them. 
Playboy and Hustler pioneered the “free speech” argument in 
the 60’s. Now those magazines are in their last days as hard core 
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“free speech” is freely available on the internet. The pioneers are 
tossed to the side. I bet the publishers of those magazines could 
never imagine that their publications would be laughed at as 
so simple and juvenile. Now, the porn is “so much better”, for a 
much more “civilized and educated society”. Did you catch the 
oxymoron? More civilized does equate with rampant pornography. 
Pornography is a tribal, Neanderthalish way of life. There is no 
“civilized” when it comes to viewing people as flesh and bones. I 
don’t care how advanced our tools and technology are. They might 
as well be stone age tools because those tools are used to de-
civilize our society. America’s basest desires are freely available on 
our oh-so-wonderful smartphones. Who cares? Porn is destroying 
children and parents and marriages and churches and schools and 
families. To be civilized would be to destroy all porn in America, 
starting with your own smartphone, your own family, your own 
community, your own city, your own county, your own state and 
your own country and your own world.

• Lust is a Lie
Lust tells a lie and then tries to bring evidence that it is the truth. 
But, the whole time, your flesh is trying to make a case where 
there is no case. A lie is a lie, despite all the other lying evidences 
that go in to propping it up in one’s mind.

• Male Artists and Lust
Lust is as natural to mankind as is eating or breathing or sleeping. 
Lust is a sin of men and women, but probably more so men than 
women as men are more visual. To take that a bit further, I think 
male artists lusting is as natural as male artists creating. Artists 
appreciate beauty but their appreciation soon delves into the 
worshiping of beauty. Worshiping of beauty is called lust. The lust 
of male artists’ eyes on photos and pornographic images is a very 
disgusting and real problem. If there is one message I would like 
to say to male Christian artists is this; beauty is a tool to be used 
by God, not something to be worshiped. Creating beauty in one’s 
art is good to control; not be controlled by.

• Pushing Others Away From Death
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People who turn to Christ after looking at pornography their 
whole lives never would have known how disgusting porno is 
if they didn’t experience how disgusting porno is. Some people 
have to learn by experience. Experience can turn against itself as 
it seeks to push others away from that experience. All ex-porno 
Christians should be pushing others away from porno. They’ve 
seen death. They should seek to warn people not to go down 
that path. “The Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out of 
temptations.” (2 Peter 2:9a)

• Seek True Knowledge
If you want knowledge (of sinful acts with women) turn your 
knowledge-seeking towards God. Rather than seeking what-
if statements in your head, seek the truth that surpasses all 
understanding. Fantasy is just that: fantasy. It doesn’t exist. While 
there is a place for imagination in teaching truths, there is also a 
place for imagination in growing sin in one’s own heart. Our flesh 
is constantly trying to use our God-given imagination to destroy 
us. It wants to conjure up sinful scenarios and imagine what is 
forbidden. Other women’s bodies are forbidden and men’s minds 
(myself included) conjure up images. Men think about women’s 
bodies a lot. That isn’t holy. Men’s minds are supposed to be put 
under subjection to Christ. Our own little fantasy is destroying our 
souls, men. We can’t be the weak link in our families, marriages, 
neighborhoods and communities. We need to eradicate all the 
sin– no matter how small – out of our imagination. It is time to 
reclaim your imagination for Christ. Admit to your wife that you 
lust. Ask her to be on your prayer team. Stay accountable to her. 
Ask God for forgiveness. Ask for His strength every day to not lust. 
“This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust 
of the flesh. For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit 
against the flesh: and these are contrary the one to the other: so 
that ye cannot do the things that ye would.” (Galatians 5:16-17)

• Inverted Imagination
Lust is a form of inverted imagination. Man takes God’s holy 
invention of imagination and twists it for its own pleasure. Lust is 
fantasy and it will destroy you. Live in the real world. Love your 
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own wife. 

• The Minds of Men
Every man on this planet deals with the sin of lust. No man is 
exempt except Jesus. Men are wired to desire, admire and look 
at beauty, but men are never content to stay there in their minds. 
They cross the line into lust and sexual sin. “There hath no 
temptation taken you but such as is common to man: but God is 
faithful, who will not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are 
able; but will with the temptation also make a way to escape, that 
ye may be able to bear it. Wherefore, my dearly beloved, flee from 
idolatry.” (1 Corinthians 10:13-14 ) Satan knows mens’ weakness 
and he exploits it for his glory. What better way to destroy families 
and marriages than in the minds of men? He has to destroy men 
and make them guilt-ridden, which leads to ineffectiveness. He 
has to make their sin so apparent that they would never confess it 
or bring it to light. He wants men far from God, living in shame.

• The lust of another person is the hatred against one’s own body. 
Don’t hate yourself by lusting after others. Love yourself and love 
others with a true love.

• Hatred For One’s Spouse
The creation of no-fault divorce in the 60’s was a 
decriminalization of adultery. Faithfulness, or unfaithfulness, was 
what was up for grabs. Unfortunately, unfaithfulness was chosen. 
Hatred for one’s spouse and the love of sin was chosen. America 
has been suffering ever since.

• Internet Porn vs Print Porn
Internet pornography was designed to give a bigger “high” to 
what was commonly shown in print media. Publications like 
Playboy never portrayed what the internet, later, would show. 
The internet’s pornography was going to go after Playboy’s 
and Hustler’s audience. And in so doing, would try to destroy 
print pornography.  Digital pornography would have to be more 
shocking, more hardcore if it was going to destroy print porn. The 
audience in the middle of this conflict were the only losers.
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• The Church, Israel and Porn
Exodus 32 describes that there were some among the people of 
Israel that were sexually immoral. The people that God rescued 
out of slavery and brought them to freedom, soon thereafter 
sunk into sexual sin. “. . . and the people sat down to eat and to 
drink, and rose up to play.” (Exodus 32:6b) God didn’t save his 
people from one slave master just so they could bring themselves 
under another slave master. “And the LORD said unto Moses, 
Go, get thee down; for thy people, which thou broughtest out of 
the land of Egypt, have corrupted themselves.” (v.7) God was 
displeased with His people’s turning away from His law to turn 
toward lawlessness. To make matters worse, this was all done 
after they had offered burnt and peace offerings to God (v.6a). 
In other words, as soon as they were done “worshiping” God, 
they turned to their sexual debauchery. There is a parallel here 
with the church. Did you know that the most popular day to view 
pornography online is Sunday? Yes, Sunday. That is the day of 
the Lord’s Sabbath. 50% of Christian men watch pornography. 
Guaranteed, right after church, or after Sunday Night Football, 
they are watching porn. God will never honor the shallow praises 
of men when they are so consumed with everything God has said 
not to do. What was God’s response to this sexual immorality in 
relation to their worship of a golden calf? “And the LORD said 
unto Moses, I have seen this people, and, behold, it is a stiffnecked 
people: Now therefore let me alone, that my wrath may wax hot 
against them, and that I may consume them: and I will make of 
thee a great nation.” (v9-10) God was ready to destroy them all. 
Only Moses begged God not to destroy them (v.11-13). Moses, 
instead, broke the tablets of stone (v.19), destroyed the idol (v.20), 
made the people drink the golden powdered-water (v.20). After 
inquiring from his own brother Aaron (v.22-24), Moses saw the 
naked people (v.25), he called for whoever was on his side (v.26). 
The sons of Levi came to him (v.26). “And he said unto them, Thus 
saith the LORD God of Israel, Put every man his sword by his side, 
and go in and out from gate to gate throughout the camp, and 
slay every man his brother, and every man his companion, and 
every man his neighbour. And the children of Levi did according 
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to the word of Moses: and there fell of the people that day about 
three thousand men.” (v.27-28) Moses had the anger of the LORD 
within him. The death of 3,000 men is what God thinks of sexually 
immoral men. The sons of Levi were even blessed by the LORD 
for their deed (v.29). Basically, the slaughter of these men was 
the sacrifice that Israel needed to be saved. Idol worship is sin, 
and this idol worship was done within the context of a big orgy, 
filled with all kinds of sexual immorality.  “And the LORD said 
unto Moses, Whosoever hath sinned against me, him will I blot 
out of my book (v.33). Sexual immorality isn’t something that God 
takes lightly. He destroyed 3,000 men with the help of the sons 
of Levi. And later, “the LORD plagued the people, because they 
made the calf, which Aaron made.” (v.35) It wasn’t just the bowing 
down of this golden calf that brought destruction to Israel; it was 
deliberate, focused, sexual rebellion against God’s Law (Ch. 20-31) 
in doing it.

• Pirating God’s Gift
Pornography is a thief of God’s good gift of sex. Listen, the porn 
industry has no right to take the beauty of women and publish 
that to the world. The porn industry has no right to take what 
God has made and circumvent His laws and “give” His gift to the 
world. The porn industry is much like people who “share” music 
online (i.e. mp3 sharing services like Napster). They have no right 
to share music that isn’t theirs. Only the artist/label has the right 
to publish their music however/whenever/wherever they want. 
Likewise, only God has the right to give the gift of sex how/when/
where He wants and that context is only within the context of 
monogamous, heterosexual marriage. No man has the right to 
look on a woman’s beautiful naked body unless she is his wife. The 
gift of a woman’s body is for a husband; not a stranger. No person 
has the right to look on any other naked body unless it is the body 
of their spouse. You can’t view things that aren’t yours; that’s like 
pirating movies online. God is the author of nakedness and sexual 
intercourse. The porn industry takes God out of the picture and 
says, “Here is a gift for you that we invented!” Don’t listen to their 
lies. People go to jail for “sharing” mp3 files and pirating movies. 
People also go to hell for pirating God’s invention of sex.
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• No Confirmation Needed
No married man should ever have to “confirm” if committing 
adultery is good or bad. God says it is evil and there are deadly 
consequences to it. God says it is evil, therefore it is evil. No one 
ever has to experience that evil experientially. Trust the Author of 
marriage.

• Porn Through All Media
Men have always used the beauty of women to earn money. 
Erotic art has always been used by the wealthy to bring their sick 
fantasies to life. Oil on canvas was used to destroy souls. Only 
since the invention of the printing press was mass-produced 
pornography an option. Then, pornography was a means of 
sickness that all people could attain. The printed page could 
destroy souls. Today, in our digital age, all men and women and 
children have access to sexually explicit art. The destruction of all 
souls is at the touch of a finger. Never in history has mankind been 
on the brink of total destruction.

• The number of prostitutes a country has isn’t a sign of wealth. It 
is a sign of deep poverty. For when men have to “buy love”, men 
are impoverished.

• Crush Lust Now
All pretenders to God’s throne will be crushed. That includes the 
idol of lust in our own minds. Listen to what Paul says, “For he 
(God the Father) hath put all things under his (Jesus’)feet. But 
when he saith all things are put under him, it is manifest that he is 
excepted, which did put all things under him. And when all things 
shall be subdued unto him, then shall the Son also himself be 
subject unto him that put all things under him, that God may be 
all in all.” (1 Corinthians 15:27-28) If God is going to put all things 
under Jesus’ feet, we would do well to put it under His feet now, 
rather than later. Why wait for Jesus to crush our lust later, when 
we can crush lust now? “But thanks be to God, which giveth us 
the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.” (1 Corinthians 15:57) 
If you have a lust problem or a pornography problem, please 
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know that you can conquer it. Jesus has conquered all lust and 
has given us the victory. You don’t have to be a slave anymore to 
it. “Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth; 
fornication, uncleanness, inordinate affection, evil concupiscence, 
and covetousness, which is idolatry: For which things’ sake the 
wrath of God cometh on the children of disobedience.” (Colossians 
3:5-6)

• Don’t Defraud Your Neighbor
A children’s Bible summarizes the tenth commandment as “Don’t 
wish for other people’s things.” This is a paraphrase of Exodus 
20:17 which says, “Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s house, 
thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s wife, nor his manservant, 
nor his maidservant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor any thing that 
is thy neighbor’s.” I think that paraphrase is helpful. Don’t wish 
for other people’s bodies. Don’t wish for the knowledge of their 
sexuality. Don’t dream about other people’s bodies. Peoples’ 
bodies are but one part of them. Their soul is the most important 
part. Why defraud your neighbor by treating him/ her as a piece 
of flesh? Lust demeans people. It reduces them to nothing. 
But loving your neighbor as yourself means you will love your 
neighbor (by not lusting after them).

• Erotic Artwork
“Erotic” artwork or “adult artwork” is but a synonym for carnal 
artwork. It is artwork designed to titillate and create erotic 
desires. Romans 8:6 says, “For to be carnally minded is death; but 
to be spiritually minded is life and peace.” Erotic artwork leads 
only to death. The pleasure it gives you is like a pain killer to lead 
you towards more death. Because you know, once you look at one 
erotic picture, you have to keep looking at more and more. Think 
of a frog in hot water. The heat is slowly turned up and then the 
frog is cooked. That is what erotic artwork does to ones’ soul. 

• He Will Honor Your Struggle Against Lust
Don’t you think that if you work hard not to lust, that God will see 
that and reward you? He is powerful enough to supersede your 
weakness. But you must seek His gloryfirst. For if you are able 
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to overcome your lust, it will only be by His strength.  “But seek 
ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these 
things shall be added unto you.”  (Matthew 6:33)

• Zero Dividends
If you have an opportunity to lust after another woman, don’t do 
it. What you gain isn’t worth the pain you cause your own soul. Do 
a risk-gain assessment and you will see that lusting after women 
brings zero dividends. Actually, it takes more dividends than you 
think. Jesus says lust is but mental adultery. (Matthew 5:27) It 
is unsafe to dismiss His opinion and lust anyway? He tells us not 
to covet (Exodus 20:17). Every time you lust, you are coveting 
something that isn’t yours. He also says be content with what you 
have (1Tim 6:8). If you are single, be content in that. If you are 
married, be content with your spouse. You don’t need anything 
else. You only need God’s grace to not want anything else.

• Men as Customers
Whores see men as a means to an end. Whoremongers view 
whores in the same way. Both parties use each other for their 
own gain (money, sexual pleasure, material possessions, etc.). 
Whoredom is condemned by the Lord for this purpose. Love (or 
even faux love) should never be used as a means to gain; only 
to give. When love is reinvented to be only a tool for gain, then 
people aren’t treating others in the precious esteem that they 
should have for others. Men and women are made in God’s image 
and have infinite value. Adultery and whoredom are condemned 
by the death penalty and for good reason. It is like a living death; a 
sin that can infect the whole nation.

• Porn creates starving people that will never be satisfied.

• The Flesh Isn’t Evil
The incarnation of Jesus shows that physical bodies aren’t evil. If 
physical things were evil, then Jesus would have sinned by being 
in a fleshly body. But He didn’t. Therefore, we must conclude 
that physical things are tools to glorify God or glorify ourselves. 
The flesh isn’t evil with God. It is evil without God. To be carnally 
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minded is death (Rom 8:6). There is one glory of the earthly 
things and one of the heavenly. (1 Cor 15:41)  God has created each 
realm for His glory. May we discover His world, here and now, 
living physical lives with God. “Let not sin therefore reign in your 
mortal body, that ye should obey it in the lusts thereof. Neither 
yield ye your members as instruments of unrighteousness unto 
sin: but yield yourselves unto God, as those that are alive from the 
dead, and your members as instruments of righteousness unto 
God.” (Romans 6:12-13)

• Not One Thought Will Slip Through Judgment
Every lustful thought, every immoral sexual thought will be 
accounted for. Sin has to be accounted for in God’s universe. His 
holiness cannot let any loose thought slip through. He cannot 
have any thought in his universe unaccounted for. He can’t let it 
slide. He cannot let that thought roam free. He has to judge it and 
destroy it. Will you pay for your evil, sinful thoughts? What will 
you give the Judge of all the earth to satisfy His wrath against your 
evil thoughts? You will pay for your thoughts. Unless someone 
else has already done so. His universe has been defiled from your 
rebellion. His holiness has been mocked by your thoughts. You 
have sought to live in rebellion in a universe that isn’t yours.

• Parasitical Thoughts
Lust is a form of misplaced hope. It is about hoping for something 
or imagining something that you shouldn’t have. It is about 
placing your faith into something forbidden. It is about dreaming 
about something that you will never have. Lust desires something 
off limits and the whole time it is destroying you. Lust destroys 
you by its misplaced faith. So much energy and imagination and 
thought go into lust that it is physically, mentally and spiritually 
draining. Lust is a parasite that feeds off you. It promises you 
something you shouldn’t be desiring in the first place. It promises 
joys and riches and peace that only faith in Jesus can bring. Lust 
is the destroyer of mens’ souls. Don’t desire something you cannot 
have. And, if you ever did obtain what your dark imagination 
craves, it would destroy you.
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• Crucify Your Mind
Give your lustful thoughts up to God. You don’t think that God 
will honor these sacrifices to Him? Crucify your flesh and He will 
honor you. “Mortify your members” (Colossians 3:5). He will take 
sin out of your heart. The one who said, “Peace, be still” (Mark 
4:39) can take the lust out of your heart. What is impossible with 
man is possible with God.

• Secret Knowledge
Lust is about seeking after secret knowledge. It is about wanting 
knowledge that you shouldn’t have. Seek after true knowledge and 
understanding that is only found in God, not in women’s bodies. 
If your desire of knowledge has anything to do with a woman and 
everything below her neck, it is unlwaful knowledge that you don’t 
need.

• Turn Away
Turn away from pornography. Why look at things that you 
cannot obtain? Why look at things that aren’t real? You aren’t 
experiencing the sexual sin on the screen; you are just a passive 
viewer. Turn to the One who is real: the Lord Almighty. Psalm 
119:37 says, “Turn away mine eyes from beholding vanity; and 
quicken thou me in thy way.”

• Weak Men, Weak Flesh
Only God can destroy the lustful thoughts in your head. You can’t 
do it on your own. You are weak, as all men are weak. He has the 
strength you need to destroy your secret sins. Turn to Him. Lean 
on His strength.

• Psuedo-Marraige
A man and woman who sleep with each other may look like a 
married couple, but they aren’t. They may live together and 
have sex together and share finances together, but they are not 
a married couple. They are a counterfeit to marriage. There is 
only one gold standard in relationships: marriage. Just because 
something may look like marriage, doesn’t mean it is.
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• Closed Marriages
There is no such thing as an open marriage. That is an oxymoron. 
A marriage, by definition, is closed off for one other person. 
That’s it. Adulterers and “swingers” who try to define marriages as 
“open” are morons without the oxy.

• Pants and Modesty
Women should be cognizant of the types of pants they wear. Pants 
can be very sensual as they show every curve. Women should be 
modest in their apparel. Just because they are “wearing pants” 
means nothing. Pants can literally be skintight and even more 
lust-driving for men than other types of clothing. Modesty can be 
one example of a woman’s holiness.

2020

• Men Hate Themselves
Men don’t love their own bodies enough to not fornicate with any 
woman. They don’t respect their bodies enough. They think they 
are “getting” more out of life by using others. But the opposite is 
true. They are losing in life as women are using them. Men must 
have low self-esteem to want to fornicate with multiple women. 
They don’t have enough strength, courage or resolve to pick a 
woman and love her “till death do you part”. These men think they 
are on a shortcut to happiness, but they aren’t. Their lives will be 
filled with insecurity, weakness and sin as they continue to hate 
their own bodies. Only Jesus can bring a man out of this self-
destructive behavior.

• Hating Your Own Body
Any man who feels like he can have sex with as many women as he 
wants to simply hates his own body. He doesn’t value himself, his 
penis, his soul or his own life. He thinks nothing of himself. He is 
a shell of a man, living only for sexual pleasure. This lifestyle only 
reaps death. The short-term benefits are like little sips of arsenic 
each day. That can also be applied to masturbation, pornography, 
strip-clubs, prostitution, etc. A man who lives for sexual sin hates 
his own body. “Flee fornication. Every sin that a man doeth is 
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without the body; but he that committeth fornication sinneth 
against his own body.” (1 Corinthians 6:18)

• The porn industry is but the evangelist and priest of the god of 
lust. It is its spokesperson.

• Absence of Holiness
Lust offers you something and your flesh thinks it is so big, so 
significant. The truth is, what your lustful flesh is offering you is 
something very small and insignificant. It means nothing. Sin is 
the absence of holiness. Holiness brings life. So, if lust is bringing 
unholiness, then it is truly bringing death (the definition of 
nothing). “If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and 
the truth is not in us. If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just 
to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.” 
(1 John 1:8-9 )

• Starving Outside the Dining Hall
The god of Lust will never satisfy. It will only give you the scraps 
and you will be left hungry. You will desire more, but will only be 
strung along, surviving off of the scraps. You will die of starvation 
because the scraps will never keep you alive. The God of Love, on 
the other hand, will give you a feast; a feast beyond imagination. 

• Porn is Forn
Pornography is a form of fornication as it always leads to 
masturbation. Pornography is labeled as fornication in the Bible. 
It is against God’s design for men and women. Sexual pleasure 
was designed to be experienced within marriage. Not by one’s self. 
1 Thessalonians 4:3-5 says, “For this is the will of God, even your 
sanctification, that ye should abstain from fornication: That every 
one of you should know how to possess his vessel in sanctification 
and honor; not in the lust of concupiscence, even as the Gentiles 
which know not God.”

• Women’s Secret Thoughts
Lust is typically seen as a “man’s” problem, but it affects women 
just as much, though in different ways.  Consider the fact that 28% 
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of females visit pornographic sites. But websites are not the only 
media to sell sex to women. Romantic novels are another way that 
lust is brought out of a woman’s heart. A woman reading about 
two people having sexual intercourse only brings up feelings of 
lust. There is no way to read that kind of scene objectively. Talk 
shows, tabloids, lingerie catalogs, social media are all different 
ways in which a woman lusts or fantasizes about men that is not 
her husband. God knows all the secret thoughts of women. He 
knows how women sin. Women, turn to Him, not to your own 
fantasies. “Neither is there any creature that is not manifest in his 
sight: but all things are naked and opened unto the eyes of him 
with whom we have to do.” (Hebrews 4:13 )
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